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BY RAND'iJ. STINE
WILMINGTON , DEL. — The U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office will reexamine two patents at the center of a
jj
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legal dispute between radio broadcasters and acompany claiming to own key
automation technology.
Broadcast Electronics — which
makes AudioVault products and is not
a defendant in the patent infringement
lawsuit — had asked for the review

Reactions are divided within the
industry about whether the FCC should
have delayed its deadline for stations
to upgrade EAS encoders/decoders
to become compliant with the new
Common Alerting Protocol.
Two weeks before the Sept. 30
deadline, the FCC pushed it back
again, to June 30, 2012. Some engineers who had bought new equipment
to comply — generally at larger radio
groups — were peeved at the decision.
Some at smaller stations were relieved,
saying they needed more time to come
up with the money to pay for new gear.
Before the commission released
its decision, manufacturers seemed to
expect some sort of extension but were
surprised that the FCC had moved the
deadline so far out, by nine months.
One benefit is that this may help
stations better focus on the separate,
upcoming Nov. 9 national EAS test,
according to some broadcasters and
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and received word in mid-September
that the Patent Office had granted the
request. A favorable finding could render the lawsuit moot, though that's not
assured.
Attorneys for the radio broadcasters
involved in the litigation have requested
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a stay from the judge overseeing the

FEMA; indeed, an engineer who handles acluster for alarger group recently told Radio World it wal. difficult

(continued on page 8)
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•lete Remote Kit Saves Money, Makes tvlone

Y(
e- IT stereo IP audio codec and our Report- IT Live iPhranee IP audio
codee App nave won all sorts of industry awards, but you could be the big winner
with your PD, GM, CFO, and DJs when you use the Bridge-IT/Repart-IT system to
deliver high quality, low-cost remotes.
For around two grand, you'll get acomplete, easy-to- use remote kn boasting our
wodd-renowned reliability and audio quality. Want to be sure? Contant us for atest
drive. We think you'll see and hear why more and more stations are boosting their

(Artist's conception. Individual results may vary.)

rat6-igs (and their bottom line) wlth Tieline.
'Phone and App Store are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countnes.
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SIDEBOARD

E-1

The flagship of our E-Series consoles,

Perfect for newsrooms, guest talent,

the E-6 does it all. Its intuitive interface gives

With its small footprint, the

interviews, the SIDEBOARD's tiny

you all the power you need for an on-air or

E-1 can be aself-contained

footprint lets you put it exactly where

production studio.

console when paired with

you need it.

our ip88cb Console Audio
BLADE. It also becomes a
full function station on our
WheatNet-IP AolP Network.

DO A
LOT ME THAN JUST SCRATCH THE SURFACE(S)...
Let's face it, your console IS your desktop. Wouldn't it make sense to use one that knows
how you work and makes your job not only easier and faster, but better in every way?
Wheatstone's E-6, E-1 and Sideboard control surface consoles do just that.
They're intelligent with virtually limitless routing capabilities, letting you control what's
around you as well as sources in other studios. These are pure " RADIO" inside and
out - not someone's glorified idea of what astarship helm should look like - so you're
immediately at home with their form and function.
Featuring an intuitive layout that never leaves you guessing, as well as smart control
over on-screen functions, these are truly world class consoles, right down to the feel
and reliability of real P+G faders.
So what's behind them? Our WheatNet-IP AolP network - the most powerful, flexible
and fastest AolP network available to broadcast. Self-aware, self-configuring, self- healing
and ten times faster through the ENTIRE network. And they're made right here in the
USA in our New Bern, NC facility! The cost? A whole lot less than you might think.
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Download the FREE
white paper "The Technical
Case for the Intelligent
Network" at WheatIP.com

THE INTELLIGENT NETVVORKT"
phone 1.252.638-7000 IWheatNetIP.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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CUM ULUS: Cumulus Media Inc. completed its acquisition
of Citadel Broadcasting Corp. in September. The company
now nas 570 stations in 120 markets and a network operation with some 4,000 affiliates. It positions itself as " the
largest pure-play radio broadcaster in the United States,"
whereas Clear Channel, for example, owns more stations but
is active in significant other media segments. The deal earlier
received sign-offs from regulators, with conditions.
TH 1KIT: Livio Radio announced availability of its Bluetoothenabled Internet Radio Car Kit, which CEO Jake Sigal

at iTunes App Store; Facebook; MySpace; Google; Twitter;
and Internet service providers Comcast, AT&T, and Verizon.
Of those, only Twitter would pass First Amendment muster if
judged by traditional Supreme Court free speech principles,
NRB said group. " All of the other new media platforms and
service providers have written policies in place that violate
fundamental rules of free expression, particularly as applied
to religious free speech," it said.
COLLEGE: The 2011 National College Media Convention, sponsored by College Broadcasters Inc., is scheduled for Oct. 26-30
in Orlando at the Renaissance SeaWorld hotel. One topic is
likely to be the recent sale of student stations at colleges such

believes will change the way consumers listen to radio in
the car. " The Kit," about which RW wrote at the
2011 Consumer Electronics Show, is a plug-andolay gadget that brings Internet radio and
music from a listener's iPod or iPhone to
any FM car stereo. The kit also offers
Bluetooth hands-free calling, USB
charging and buttons to control the

as the University of San Francisco, Texas Tech University, Rice
University and Johns Hopkins University.

Livio Car Internet Radio application.
An app offers 45,000 Internet radio
stations when connected to the kit. The
device is available at Amazon.com and Livio Radio's online
shop for around $ 120. It is compatible with iPod touch (sec-

RATINGS: Several cities moved up the Arbitron ladder in
the updated fall list of market ranks based on population.

ond through fourth generations), iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS and
iFtione 3G.

That's BSW!

MUSICAM USA: Christopher Tobin joined CCS/Musicam
USA as president. He'll report to CEO Alvin Sookoo. Tobin is
former engineering supervisor at CBS Radio and manager of
technical operations at ABC Radio Networks.

Powerful, Game-Changing Audio Processing
The Orban OPTIMOD-FM 8600 offers
versatile 5-band and 2-band processing for
analog FM transmission, letting you create
asonic signature for your station that will
uniquely brand your sound.
•
Vast range of processing features
•Dramatically improved peak ot ban
limiter technology
•More than 20 format specific factory presets
8600 List $+0;990,00
Contact BSW For Lowest Prices

Several markets chose to be redefined under Arbitron's new
Metro Redefinition Policy. These include New Orleans (which
moves up from market 52 to 47); Des Moines, (91 to 73); and
Corpus Christi ( 137 to 111). Portland, Maine, redefined itself
from market 168 to market 90, achange of 78 slots. Brand

broadcast gear from people you trust

The Full Meal Deal
Crown FM transmitter systems combines
built-in audio processing and stereo
generator in one rugged, compact uNt. Each
model provides excellent signal qualizy, ease
of use, and economical long-term reliability.
Contact BSW for your RF needs!
Contact BSW For Lowest Prices

crown
Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM

800-426-8434

IvRB: The National Religious Broadcasters association wants a

new to the rankings is Hudson Valley, which joins at market

dialogue with new media companies about the potential for
censorship of religious speech. Broadcasting & Cable reported
that an analysis by Craig Parshall, senior vice president and
general counsel of NRB, stated: " Christian ideas and other religious content face aclear and present danger of censorship
on Web- based communication platforms." The study looked

39 and has an estimated 1.46 million people age 12+. In the
top 10 markets, Atlanta fell two slots to the ninth position,

Till N,IION.,1

MESS Ca18

while Philly and Washington moved up to 7and 8.
AUCTIONS: More than 120 new FM CPs will be available by
auction come March. On the blog of law firm Fletcher, Heald
Hildreth, R.J. Quianzon reviewed the decision. " If you've
followed the commission's auction process, you know that
there's plenty of paperwork to get out of the way before
the bid paddles start going up on March 27 and the gavel
starts coming down some time later," Quianzon wrote. " The
first step? A request for comments on proposed procedures,
upfront payments and minimum opening bids." Comments
are due Oct. 7to AU Docket 11-146.
"One thing to watch for this time around: the possible
effect revisions to the ' move in' rules that kicked in earlier
this year," he wrote. " Historically, an FM auction provided

Craig Parshall of NRB speaks; listening, from left, are
Suzanne Caruso, Liberty University School of Law; Colby May,

an opportunity for creative folks to figure out how an up-forgrabs channel in some obscure and distant community might

American Center for Law and Justice; and Harold FurchtgottRoth, former FCC commissioner, of the Center for Economics

be leap-frogged or hop-scotched into amore populous, and
thus lucrative, situation. Last spring the commission sought to

of the Internet at the Hudson Institute. Brian Walsh of the

slam the door on such things." He believes this auction will
see little " post-auction jockeying of channels and communities," and ultimate dollar values of presumably will go down.

American Religious Freedom Program at the Ethics and Public
Policy Center is at podium.

iPad Dock
Makes Audio Easy
The Alesis i0 Dock audio dock is the easiest
way to move balanced audio in and out of
your iPad.
•2combo XLR-1/4-inch inputs
•Input channel gain
controls, phantom power
•UR and headphone outputs with volume
control
10- DOCK

List $ 39900

$ 1'

A'
"I have called on BSW
often with special needs
and have always been
pleasantly surprised with
their quick response and
service.:"
Michael Bradford CPBE
Owner
Broadcast/Audio Services
Jackson, Michigan
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FCC Decision Could Save You Money
Do You Own an AM Transmitter? This Media Bureau Ruling Is for You
The FCC Media Bureau announced in
September that it will allow AM stations
to use technologies to reduce transmitter
power consumption that have been available to broadcasters elsewhere for years.
In the United States, Nautel and Harris
offer such technology. Alaska Public
Broadcasting Inc. Director of Engineering
Chuck Lakaytis has been particularly
active in pushing this forward recently,
and Nautel brought his efforts to my
attention earlier this year. Radio World
has reported on the renewed interest in
this topic in recent months.
Stations will need awaiver of rules to
proceed; the Media Bureau set up procedures to seek the waiver and indicated it
will approve requests that use the Nautel
and Harris options.
REAL MONEY
"Such technologies, known generally
as Modulation-Dependent Carrier Level
control technologies or algorithms,
have long been used by international
broadcasters operating high-powered
AM transmitters," the FCC staff wrote.
"Easier implementation of MDCL algorithms and higher energy costs have
recently made these techniques more
attractive to domestic broadcasters."
The amount of energy savings
depends on various factors, but the FCC
said that in typical cases, power consumption of an AM transmitter can be
reduced by 20 to 40 percent.
Tim Hardy of Nautel was quoted by
RW's Leslie Stimson earlier this year
saying, "It would be fairly easy to save
$20,000 a year if you have a 50 kW
AM transmitter running 24/7, based on

modest electricity rates of 10 cents per
kilowatt hour."
The Media Bureau in its announcement
noted that in the 1980s, European entities
like the BBC, AEG Telefunken and ABB
Group developed such techniques.
"These algorithms, known variously
as Dynamic Amplitude Modulation,
Amplitude Modulation Companding,
Adaptive Carrier Control or Dynamic
Carrier Control, decrease carrier power

The decision
could save larger
stations thousands
of dollars ayear.
by amounts up to 6dB, with the power
reductions applied at different modulation levels depending on the algorithm."
In the U.S., Harris offers Amplitude
Modulation Companding (AMC) and
Adaptive Carrier Control (ACC) features for its AM transmitters, and can
add the feature to some older transmitters. Nautel includes an option, Dynamic
Carrier Control (DCC), on NX series
transmitters, and can install it on other
models. The FCC said it will consider
waiver requests for implementation using
other transmitters, if any come forward.
The commission staff noted that the
reduction in AM signal power at certain
modulation levels "inevitably exacts some
penalty upon audio quality. Depending on
the content of the audio program, MDCL

algorithms may introduce some audio
distortion or may decrease the signal-tonoise ratio in the receiver." They may
also erode coverage slightly at the fringes
of your protected service area.
"Both the long experience of transmitter manufacturers and broadcasters
abroad, and the initial reports from
experimental operations in Alaska, however, indicate that such adverse effects
are generally imperceptible."
The FCC also noted that field
strength readings could be affected, so
it encouraged stations to disable the
technology before doing field strength
measurements. "We expect licensees to
cooperate with field strength measurement programs by other stations."
It also said it would allow AM stations broadcasting IBOC to implement
the technology if the hybrid signal continues to comply with spectral emissions
mask requirements and the relative level
of the analog signal to the digital signal
remains constant.
HOW TO APPLY
AM stations that want to implement the technology should send a
letter requesting a waiver of Section
73.1560(a) of the Rules, addressed to:
MDCL Waivers
Federal Communications Commission
Audio Division, Media Bureau
445 12th Street SW, Room 2-B450
Washington, DC 20554
The FCC said applicants should also
email acopy to ann.gallagherefcc.gov.
The letter should spell out which

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
technology you plan to use and how it
will be implemented. If approved, the
division will issue a modified station
license indicating that a waiver has
been granted to permit use of a specific MDCL technology, resulting in the
variation of transmitter power to levels
below 90 percent of the station's nominal licensed power.
But note, the FCC will still require
that your transmitter achieve full licensed
power at some audio input level, or
when the MDCL is disabled temporarily.
"This requirement will permit stations to
use energy-saving MDCL technologies,
which preserve licensed coverage areas,
while distinguishing between such operations and simple reductions in transmitter power, which do not." It said it will
also continue to authorize operations for
stations that want to evaluate MDCL
technology. Those requests require only
an informal application, typically aletter.
As Inoted in ablog post earlier, this
is good work on the part of the FCC,
Chuck Lakaytis and the folks at the
transmitter companies who have been
pushing these ideas forward. (There's
a side lesson to this story: Folks in the
"real world" can in fact influence regulators to make productive changes, despite
cynicism about that — especially when
ideas are put forward with persistence
and technical care. Such activism is even
more important in an era when the FCC
and other regulators may have fewer
technical resources on staff.)
For questions about the waiver
requests, email ann.gallagherefcc.gov.

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll-free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.

Antennas Transmission Line
nimommilm,

Filters/Combiners I
Towers IBroadcast Services
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compliance deadline.
The FCC expects to adopt CAP-
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6

based revisions to its Part 11 EAS rules
in a subsequent order, and it expects
those new rules to be out sufficiently in
advance of the June 30,2012 deadline in
order to allow EAS participants ample
time to come into compliance with those

to prepare facilities for both CAP compliance and a national test when the dates
were so close together.
BROAD SUPPORT
In issuing its latest extension, the
commission was acting on ajoint petition from NAB, broadcast associations for 50 states and the District of
Columbia, NPR, the Broadcast Warning

new rules.
"While we agree ... that the CAP
standard is well established and that
there is equipment that has already
been deployed that complies with that
standard, we nonetheless [also] agree ...
that until the commission has completed
its rulemaking process, it cannot meaningfully impose a deadline by which

Working Group and associations representing the cable industry and public
television stations.
They'd asked for an extension of at
least 180 days, saying EAS participants

EAS participants must ' receive CAPformatted alerts," wrote the FCC in its
decision.
That, of course, is exactly what the

needed time to take into consideration
any changes to the FCC's Part 11 rules
before making afinal purchase decision
on EAS equipment.
NAB also argued that an extension

FEATURES
Workbench: Don't Touch My
Greenie!

12

Hey, What's This at 1300 kHz'

16

Who's Buying What

17

Marketplace

18

ATech's Guide to Component
Design Factors in AM Gear

22

FCC did in establishing a series of
deadlines, which has led to industry
frustration.
But the commission has not finalized
all the key technical specifics necessary for receiving CAP-formatted alerts,

was necessary because the industry
didn't know whether the commission
would implement its own equipment certification testing, separate from FEMA's
conformance testing — again potentially
affecting equipment purchase, installa-

it stated. "Without having these specifics, no EAS participant can claim
that it is currently capable of receiving
CAP-formatted alerts, even if it has
equipment that could receive such alerts

tion and operation decisions.
The FCC agreed, saying the extent to
which it will require EAS equipment to

under one or more of the technical
specifications being considered by the
commission."
Suzanne Goucher, president and
chief executive officer of the Maine
Association of Broadcasters, was
pleased with the move, saying the extension "will help smaller stations."
But of the process in general, she said
final rules should be in place before stations are obliged to purchase new EAS

be certified as compliant with its revised
rules is "an open issue" that must be

10 6

resolved.
In May, the commission had asked
for comment on several tentative conclusions regarding EAS, including
whether it should grant another extension. Now, in the Fourth Report and
Order released Sept. 16, the FCC says
it received 30 initial comments, with the
majority favoring an extension of the

1.••••••• Milim Nun
Cm.
Comee»..••••

GM JOURNAL
'Let's Embrace Mobile. It's Our
Birthright'

24

Pandora Has Opened Its Box.
Now What?

26

FEMA '
PAWS orogram Manager Manry
Centeno speaks during the Radio Show
ia Chicago.
equipment. "/ would much rather we all
do this once and do it right." Another
state broadcasting association executive
commented, "It's like saying, ' Buy this
DTV transmitter and then we'll tell you
the rules."
Just the day before the extension.
one small-market radio broadcast station owner, speaking to Radio World
during the Radio Show in Chicago, said
he hoped for an extension because he
wanted to put off the expense until the
next fiscal year.
But several engineers for large radio
groups said the decision benefits those
who took agamble that there would be
an extension and hurt those who played
by the rules.
(cont,nued on page 6)
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(continued from page 5)
"We took the deadline seriously," the
CE of amajor broadcast group said disgustedly. And some proponents of EAS
feel deflated. "We've lost momentum,"
one said.
The FCC says it doesn't want stations to wait until the last minute to buy
CAP-compliant gear: "Our extension of
the CAP compliance deadline should
not prevent those that wish to purchase
FCC-certified, integrated CAP-capable
EAS equipment from doing so or otherwise hamper the marketing activities
of manufacturers of such equipment,"
it wrote.

storage space and costs. The extension
could mean that EAS manufacturers,
which generally are small companies.
must sit on parts or completed units
rather than finish them and ship right
away, one manufacturer told Radio
World.
At the Radio Show, both Sage and
Monroe said they've been engaged in a
concentrated buildup to build, sell and
support the new units in recent months.
"We need to keep that selling mode
ramped up longer now," said Price.
"We re-tasked people for this," said
one of three Monroe representatives
who spoke to Radio World on the show
floor. Now, "I'm going to send people
home." presumably areference to scal'111111•111IM

Iwould much rather we all do this once and
do it right.
—Suzanne Goucher,
Maine Association of Broadcasters
Yet manufacturers say exactly that
could happen. Harold Price, president
of Sage Alerting Systems, said that
after the first announced extension last
November, "orders dropped to zero and
stayed there along time."
Sage and Monroe Electronics, owner
of Digital Alert Systems, had opposed
further extensions, saying that roughly
70 to 80 percent of the market has
devices and the rest weren't planning
to buy anew unit, either at all or until
they had to.
Monroe told the FCC there were few
if any outstanding potential compliance
issues that could not be resolved after
the deadline using software/firmware
upgrades.
HOLDING OFF?
Another issue is order cancellations.
Manufacturers believe most customers who have units on order will take
delivery and pay for them, but that some
could cancel current orders and re-order
in 2012.
"I am canceling my order for anew
... unit," one standalone broadcast
owner wrote on aradio listserv. "Iwill
probably buy one eventually, but Idon't
see any reason to spend money now
when it isn't needed till next year."
Such cancellations would leave manufacturers in abind. To meet the shortterm spike in demand, some had to take
out loans and take other unusual steps
to pay for materials and then build the
units, according to abroadcast engineering source familiar with the process.
Also to be considered are inventory

ing back work force.
Some broadcasters have speculated
that manufacturers, with units now
ready to go, will have afire sale in 2012;
but both companies said the delay will
not translate to such bargains.
After the convention, Sage sought to
assure customers who've already purchased a unit: ."People need to know
that nothing has really changed, other
than the date," said Price. "The FCC has
simply admitted that they can't get all
the changes into the Part 11 rules by the
deadline. They didn't say that the existing integrated devices won't match the
new rules, or that any technical changes
will even be necessary. They did say they
believe that technical changes, if any, can
be handled by afirmware update."
CONVERTERS
The FCC also said the extension
will give it time to resolve the question of what to do about "intermediary devices," converters that connect in
some fashion with previously certified
EAS equipment to allow receipt of
CAP-formatted alerts. The commission
still needs to decide whether such intermediary equipment must be certified
under the agency's rules and whether
converters will satisfy the new CAP
requirements at all.
Noting that some stations "may have
purchased such equipment," the FCC
cautioned stations that EAS encoders/
decoders must be FCC certified and said
it remains unclear whether CAP converters or "any equipment that does not
meet these current baseline requirements

At Kenyon takes questions at the IPAWS booth.
will be able to satisfy and CAP-related
rules we may adopt in the future."
The agency urged licensees who may
have purchased or are thinking about
buying any EAS equipment to verify
with manufacturers and/or vendors that
the gear complies with current FCC
EAS equipment rules.
Touchstone Consulting Group EAS
expert Gary Timm wrote on the Alerts,
Warnings & Response to Emergencies
blog after the convention that one
FEMA executive believes the FCC
could finalize its CAP-EAS rules by the
end of the year.
"We will continue to push forward on
CAP-EAS," said Antwane Johnson at
an EAS session at the end of the show.
Johnson is division director and program

manager for FEMA's Integrated Public
Alert and Warning System Program
Management Office.
"We've put up an EAS server, which
developers are testing" now in preparation for CAP-EAS. He told Radio World
FEMA expected to issue IP addresses to
PEP stations in late September so that
they can connect to the IPAWS server
and retrieve the EAS message that they,
in turn, will transmit to other stations in
the daisy chain.
And finally, FEMA, one of three federal agencies responsible for EAS along
with the National Weather Service and
the FCC, said it will proceed with testing in preparation for the national EAS
test, which will test legacy EAS and not
involve CAP.

SYMPOSIUM ADDS VIRTUAL ATTENDANCE
The IEEE Broadcast
Symposium is trying something
new this year: a "virtual attendance" option.
The annual event in

61st Annual IEEE Broadcast Symposium
19 - ilOdObtf1011

Là:-.741.*s.‘
41
174

Weste ilexandr.a Hotel
Alexacarra , Irg,n.

USA

Alexandria, Va., is produced by the IEEE Broadcast Technology Society; dates
are Oct. 19-21.
For the first time, the organizers will stream the symposium live and provide archived on-demand viewing later. Sessions are on a " pay for view" basis;
keynotes will be posted for public access.
"Not merely awebcast, the virtual venue will offer aglobal audience an
engaging, immersive and interactive experience that replicates the feel of
the familiar physical conference event," the group said. That platform allows
virtual attendees to network, download material and participate in Q&As.
Production services are provided by NewTek. InfoNeedle and Certain Software
provide the virtual events platform.
The symposium features technical presentations including two half-day
tutorials on " Connected TV" technology and HD Radio. Keynote speakers include John Luff, media technology consultant; Peter Doyle, FCC audio
division chief; and Sterling Davis, chair of the Open Mobile Video Coalition
Technical Advisory Group and recently retired VP of technical operations for
Cox Media Group.
Info: http://bts.ieee.orebroadcastsymposium

cornre)...com

ACCESS IP Codecs
Make Remotes as
Simple as 1-2-34G Wireless Technology has completely changed the game
for remote broadcasts. 4G services offer lots of bandwidth,
low delay and incredible performance improvements over 3G.
And now, Comrex makes it super easy for you to utilize 4G
with no external routers, no difficult configuration...
just plug-and- play, 4G Simplicity.

1) Buy a pair of ACCESS IP Codecs and you'll get a pair of
BRIC TS Licenses FREE (a $ 500 Value). BRIC TS makes it
easy for your codecs to connect even when they are behind
routers and firewalls. Comrex will create your BRIC TS
Account and configure your codecs before they ship.
2) Obtain a4G account and 4G USB modem* from your
favorite wireless provider.
3) Connect an ACCESS codec to your studio's Internet
connection ( no static IP required). Connect your 4G USB
device to your ACCESS codec in the field.
4G) Look for your " Studio" icon

to appear on your " Remote"

unit. Then Select and Connect and you're on the air!
*To see a list of supported 4G USB modems and complete
promo details, go to:http://www.comrex.com/promo
Or scan the QR code with your Smart Phone:
IP • 3G • Wi Fi • 4G • BGAN

VE.A.T • PS7N • DSI_
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UPGRADE YOUR ACCESS CLASSIC TO SUPPORT 4G — FREE!
Your ACCESS Classic can be upgraded for 4G support...
absolutely FREE! Just update your firmware to the
latest version, available on our website:
http://www.comrex.com/support/products/access.html
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(continued from page 1)

case in U. S. District Court pending the
patent review.
Radio World also has confirmed
that the plaintiff in the suit, Mission
Abstract Data, was previously owned
by Intellectual Ventures, acontroversial
patent holding company founded by former Microsoft Chief Technology Officer
Nathan Myhrvold in 2000. Unclear is
why that relationship changed or whether
the change would affect the legal battle.
STAY LIKELY
Mission Abstract Data, doing business as DigiMedia, claims it holds several patents for an all-digital, hard drivebased system able to store songs for
music storage and playback for broadcast. The patents were issued to Robert
J. Goldman in 1997 and another in 1998
(see sidebar).
Earlier this year Mission Abstract
Data sued CBS Radio, Townsquare
Media, Beasley Broadcasting, Cox
Radio, Greater Media and Cumulus,
which own approximately 900 stations in total, for patent infringement.
Townsquare has since been dropped
from the suit.
Bill Ragland, a patent attorney with
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, said
the Patent Office's reexamination typically takes 2-1/2 years to determine patentability. Ragland, who is not involved
in the suit, believes it is "highly possible" the judge in this case will grant
a stay. He said that has been a trend
among federal district courts over the
last several years.
Ragland said BE may have become
involved because it had sold systems to
some of the defendants and was seeking to indemnify and defend them. Ray
Miklius, vice president of studio systems for Broadcast Electronics, declined
to comment on recent developments.
Several other automation manufacturers, including ENCO and OMT
Technologies, also declined to discuss
the patent infringement case. Among
them is RCS, owned by Clear Channel
Communications. Clear Channel owns
more U.S. radio stations than any other
group but is not named in the patent
infringement suit.
A Clear Channel official told Radio
World earlier that the company had

NEWS
not reached any settlement agreement
with Mission Abstract Data; but Clear
Channel representatives did not respond
to subsequent requests for comment
from Radio World.
Meanwhile, fewer stations appear to
be affected by the case now. Townsquare
Media, which owns 176 stations in 38
markets, was dismissed "with prejudice" from the lawsuit, meaning the
plaintiffs can't re-file against the broadcaster in the future, according to adocument filed on July 25.
"Plaintiff Mission Abstract Data
through their respective attorneys do
hereby stipulate the dismissal of all
claims asserted or which could have
been asserted in this suit by Plaintiff
against Townsquare with prejudice and
to the dismissal of Townsquare's counter claims with prejudice; each of the
parties to bear its own costs and attorney's fees," according to the document.
This development fueled speculation
by some in the radio industry that the
two had reached asettlement and licensing agreement. Townsquare Media
Executive Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer Stuart Rosenstein did
not reply to numerous phone messages
and emails from Radio World.
For other broadcasters named in the
suit, mediation may be an option to
avoid atrial.
According to court documents, ahearing in late August in U.S. District Court
in Delaware was intended to discuss
types of alternative dispute resolutions
available, including mediation. No further court documents have been filed on
the outcome of the mediation hearing,
and the impact of the subsequent Patent
Office decision on that effort was unclear.
Barring successful mediation or a
favorable patent review for broadcasters, observers believe the case will continue deep into 2012. The plaintiff is
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Request aLicensing Consultation

The website of Mission Abstract Data offers few if any clues as to who owns the
company or is managing its legal fight.
seeking an injunction and damages and
demanding ajury trial.
'LIKELY'
The plaintiff states on its website,
www.missionabstractdata.com,
that
while automation systems may have
existed prior to 1994, those were used
to store short music clips, jingles and
stingers. The company's patents specifically mention the ability to store several
hundred songs.
"Given the limitation of technolo-

MISSION ABSTRACT DATA RECAP
Mission Abstract Data LLC, doing business as DigiMedia,
filed the complaint in U.S. District Court for the District
of Delaware in March 2011, alleging patent infringement by broadcast groups including CBS Radio, Beasley
Broadcasting, Cox Radio, Greater Media and Cumulus. The
count of radio stations owned by the companies involved
totaled about 900 at one time (RW, June 1).
The defendants countersued DigiMedia in May, alleging the patents are not valid and seeking damages from
DigiMedia.
DigiMedia's suit, filed by Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
LLC, identifies DigiMedia as holders of Patent No. 5,629,867
and Patent No. 5,809,246, which were applied for in 1994
and issued in 1997 to inventor Robert J. Goldman. The
patents are titled " Selection and Retrieval of Music From
aDigital Database" and describe ahard drive-based computer system for use by music radio stations.
According to a1990s press release, Robert Goldman was
adivision president of Haltek America Inc., who went on

gies at the time, it is likely those systems housed short low-fidelity music
clips for on-air transitions and zingers,"
DigiMedia stated in aMarch blog post.
On its site, the company asks broadcasters to request a licensing consultation but gives little information about
the company itself. As of press time in
mid-September, that note hadn't been
updated since April.
The company address on the patent
data is listed in Wilmington, Del. There
(continued on page 10)

to found GetMedia Inc. in 1997, adot-com company that
explored ways for consumers to download and buy music
they heard broadcast on radio stations. •
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLC, based in Seattle, calls
itself " aconsumer-rights class action" law firm on its website
(www.hbsslaw.com.), interested in protecting the rights of
investors, consumers, innovators and the environment. It has
previously filed class action suits against Apple, Verizon and
Capital One and is involved in the ongoing Toyota sudden
unintended acceleration litigation, according to its website.
Mission Abstract Data also is represented in the current
litigation by Farnan LLC, alaw firm in Wilmington, Del.,
that specializes in trying cases in Delaware courts, primarily
in the areas of complex commercial litigation, bankruptcy
litigation and wrongful death and personal injury claims,
according to its website, www.famanlaw.com.
Legal representatives for Mission Abstract Data failed to
return RW's repeated calls for comment, both earlier this
year and in preparation for this story.
— Randy J. Stine

OMNIA.11 EVERYTHING
YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
•Effortless dial dominance • Louder yes, yet always pure &
uncompromised • Pop sparkles • Rock really rocks • Country
caresses • Hip hop thunders • Voice is natural and intimate
•Push it hard and be amazed at how open and clean it remains
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com
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tory. Mission Abstract Data assigned
the two automation patents in February
to Intellectual Ventures Audio Data.

(continued from page 8)

is no phone number listing for the company. RW's repeated attempts to reach
Mission Abstract Data representatives
for comment for this and past articles
were unsuccessful.

which reassigned them back to Mission
Abstract Data several weeks later.
Observers believe the transfers coin-

DigiMedia was owned by Intellectual

cided with the sale of patents to the new
investors group.
"Mission Abstract Data LLC was

Ventures when it acquired the two patents in question in 2007 from Haltek
America Inc.. according to an assign-

an Intellectual Ventures company
that bought patents that have Robert
Goldman as a named inventor, - said

ment history from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. Others listed in the

Naomi Zeldin. director of corporate communications for Intellectual
Ventures. " We sold the entire patent
holding company. IV no longer controls
Mission Abstract Data LLC. -

assignment history as holders of the
patents through the years include IM
Networks ( formerly Sonicbox Inc.),
4SZ

THE SEARCH FOR PRIOR ART
A radio automation veteran said none of the broadcasters involved in the
Mission Abstract Data intellectual property suit have asked him for help.
"Unfortunately, the broadcasting industry and/or its legal people refuse
to contact our office to discuss the prior art of Oakwood Audio Labs Ltd. and
MediaTouch of Salem, N.H.," said Ron Paley, aformer executive of Oakwood
Audio Labs.
Any " prior art" that existed before applications for the technology were
submitted in 1994 would support the defense's position that the technology
was not patentable at the time.
Paley and others contend that prior art exists to show that radio automation equipment was well established before 1994. In patent law, " prior art"
represents information available to the public before agiven date and relevant to a patent's claim of originality.
Paley said he has proof in the " history business files" in his possession of
automation technology that pre-dates the Mission Abstract Data patents.
In astatement to RW, Paley said: " MediaTouch Inc. of Salem, N.H., with

The plaintiff in the suit, Mission Abstract Data,
previously was owned by Intellectual Ventures, apatent
holding company founded by former Microsoft CID
Nathan Myhrvold.

John Connell as president and Oakwood Audio Labs Ltd., were clearly the only
automation vendor in North America that had prior art to the dates of the
patent awarded.
"Our MediaTouch automation system featured multi (4,000+) music cuts in
Dolby AC- 2, file server stored, played to air over a network, servicing multiple
radio station air studios simultaneously and in all fully functional in a missioncritical environment. All this functionality was designed in 1992, installed in a
broadcast 'super duopoly' in the spring of 1993 and then subsequent advertising was generated in Radio World in the fall of 2003 to sell more systems."

Concert Technology Corp. and Hahek
America, though the latter appears to
have been a typo for Haltek, subsequently corrected. Inventor Goldman
was apparently an executive with Haltek
at one time.
Intellectual Ventures, the W licensing company. states on its website that
it seeks to create " an active market for
invention that connects buyers. sellers and inventors. - But on sites like
TechCrunch.com. bloggers have dispar-

But Thomas Ewing. apatent attorney
and IP consultant for Avancept LLC, said

I 5tIllt'

while IV may not control the day-to-day

arrangement here is likely similar."

operations of Mission Abstract Data, it's
likely the two still have arelationship.
"Disclosure in this litigation shows
Mission Abstract Data is wholly owned

The Patent Office's reexamination of
the patents has the potential of denting
the patent enough that it will no longer be a problem. Ewing said, though
maybe not.

by DigiMedia Holding. but Iwouldn't be
surprised to learn that DigiMedia is owned
by agroup of investors," Ewing said. " IV
has previously sold IP to third parties for
cash and a backend revenue share. The

"I would imagine whoever now owns
Mission Abstract Data has the money to
buy really good counsel. so Idoubt if the
defendants can bleed ' Mission Abstract

aged Intellectual Ventures as a " patent
troll" that exists mainly to extract patent- licensing fees from other companies
and whole industries.
IV sued ahost of tech firms including
HP. Dell, Acer. Logitech and Kingston
Technology over patent infringement in
July, according to TechCrunch.com. It

ment maker Sennheiser is noting the 20th anniversary
of its U.S. presence in Old Lyme, Conn. " From this quiet
location, Sennheiser staff markets, sells, customizes and

also was the focus of a lengthy report

services premium audio products that are sold to consum-

this summer on the radio program " This
American Life. - Read the show transcript at tinyurl.comIntpatent.

ers through major retail outlets or to professionals such
as major broadcasters, Broadway theaters and musicians
throughout the U.S.," it said. The state officially recog-

Several

financial

investment

chat

rooms and blogs, including one called
"Patent Ed - written by patent researcher
Ed Gray (
patent-edfilogspoLcom), speculated earlier this year about the connection
between Mission Abstract Data and IV.
According to the assignment his-

NEWSROU NDU P
SENNHEISER & CONNECTICUT: German audio equip-

nized its 20th anniversary as a U.S. subsidiary, making Aug.
29 " Sennheiser Electronic Corp. Day." The company said
its annual revenue has grown significantly from $ 11.3 million in 1991 to approximately $ 150 million in 2011 and
that the U.S. subsidiary " represents asignificant portion
of Sennheiser's global business." The parent firm was
established in Germany in 1945; products first came to
the U.S. in 1963 through adistributor in Manhattan. U.S.
headquarters were established in 1991. The office now has
about 80 employees.

911911

nauter Waves Newsletter

PRO AV COMES TO NEWBAY MEDIA. Radio World parent company NewBay Media acquired Pro AV magazine
from publisher Hanley Wood LLC. NewBay said the acquisition is part of its efforts to become the top resource for AV
professionals. NewBay AV titles include Systems Contractor
News, Sound & Video Contractor, AV Technology,

Data] dry. So unless the defendants can
seriously injure the patent, it likely will
come roaring back later: and the damages
clock is still ticking." Ewing said.
Intellectual Venture's Zeitlin said she
is unaware whether IV has a revenue
sharing plan with the new investors
in Mission Abstract Data. " We don't
disclose the financial details of any of
our deals."

Healthcare AV, Rental & Staging Systems, Digital Signage
Magazine, TWICE, Residential Systems and avariety of
tradeshow dailies. The acquisition increases NewBay's AV
professional readership to approximately 200,000.
MEDIA CONSUMPTION:
Magid Generational
Studies, using data com-

9AM-5PM

u

piled by Advertising Age,
released an infographic
breaking down media
consumption by the hour
and generation. Profiling
is grouped into " Baby
Boomers," " Generation
X," " Millennials," " Teen
Millennials" and " iGen."
Consumption changes
as the day progresses,
with Internet activity
for Generation X grow-
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ing during the work day, while newspaper reading all but
disappears except for the baby boomers. Radio consumption grows for adult millennials between morning and the
work day, but then lessens from 5p.m.- 8p.m., and disappears after 8 p.m.
View the graphic at http://tinywicomfrwmagid.
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Logitek Jetstream IP audio networking is smart and our lineup of surfaces gives you
more choices. JetStream MINI covers all your console and routing options whether

1

Mosaic

it's for a large standalone console, asmaller desktop control surface or a
space- saving virtual controller. You decide what's best for your operation.
With JetStream IP audio networking, it's all about smart choices.

Next generation 'smart' IP audio. JetStream supports the
latest IP and Ethernet protocols for affordable,
easy and ultra- fast audio networking.
Remora
More I/O choices for all sources and destinations.
Just one JetStream MINI handles 64 digital or analog inputs/outputs
of your choice and up to four Logitek control surfaces or vScreen
virtual controllers of your choice. Choose what you need.
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Everything you need is in one user- configurable, 64- channel node.
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Your JetStream can have mic inputs, line- level and digital I/O,

I

Pilot

built-in EQ, dynamics and mic processing, profanity delay, GPI/O,
Internet codecs, WAN support, automation interface,
battery power and awhole lot more.

.1 .1.1 .1.1

No computer science degree needed. JetStream IP audio
networking is super easy to set up with built-in memory and automatic
configuration. Just plug in and let JetStream do the rest.

vScreen
Affordable and flexible. Regardless of studio size,
Logitek's smart architecture allows you to get more done for less.
Complete systems start at under S6000.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

I Phone: ( 713) 664-4470

I Toll Free ( 800) 231-5870

I

www logitekaudio com

Logitek
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Don't Touch My Greenie!
This Product Improvement May Render the Tool Useless
D ob Meister in

Hamden, Conn., says Xcelite has evidently tweaked the design of its popular screwdriver,
model R3322 (round, 3/32-inch diameter, 2inches long),
commonly called "the greenie" because of its color.

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

For as far back as Bob can remember, and until at
least afew years ago, the diameter of the entire screwdriver shaft was 3/32-inch. This made the screwdriver
popular for adjusting potentiometers behind small

panel holes. The design prevented misadjustments
by would-be engineers (because a standard miniature
screwdriver wouldn't fit).
But Bob's most recent batch of "greenies" shows a
redesign. Most of the shaft is now 1/8-inch diameter,
while just the final 3/4 inch to the tip has been reduced
to the original (and model-specific) 3/32-inch diameter.
This could be aproblem in some situations, where
the hole in apanel through which you insert the screwdriver might not be big enough.
Fig. 1shows the new and old models. Note the taper
in the lower driver.
Xcelite is part of Apex Tool Group. Radio World

October 5. 2011

sent an email to the company to inquire about this
change and we'll share any reply.
Bob Meister can be reached at wa Imikeconwast.net.
If you haven't covered the opening to your satellite
LNB, be prepared for nesting insects, probably the
stinging variety, to move in this fall.
At a recent Ennes Workshop Ishowed a picture of
a plastic liter water bottle, cut down to fit inside the
"throat."

If you haven't covered the
opening to your satellite [ NB, be
prepared for nesting insects.
Another engineer mentioned that he has used nylon
fabric, stretched over the opening and secured by hose
clamps. Still others said plastic mayonnaise or peanut
butter lids fit fine too. Too small an opening? Try an
aerosol spray can lid.
Metal, of course, can't be used. But plastic seems to
have very little effect on the satellite signal while keeping
the insects out.
While you're keeping bugs at bay, inspect your outdoor equipment carefully. This includes any conduits

Fig. 1: Hey, Xcelite, your new
'greenie' ( bottom) may not fit.

(continued on page 14)
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The fastest and easiest way to artist and song-title Us.

INOVONICS
BROADCAST

EVALUATION UNITS AVAILABLE
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
1-800-733-0552

Think IP Audio is hard? Think again.
IP Audio: Powerful. Flexible. Cost-effective. But configuring the network switch can be time consuming.
Even intimidating. Until now.

Meet the new Axia PowerStation. The first IP console system with the network switch built right in. In fact,
everything's built in. Audio. Logic. DSP engine. Power supply. And that powerful Ethernet switch for easy
expansion. Uses Gigabit to link to other studios. Configuration time? Minutes, not hours. Nothing new to learn:
plug in audio and power — you're ready for air. Simple, right? It's the fastest, easiest IP Audio ever.

Why compromise? Axia is the most trusted name in IP Audio. Proven reliability in the real world. With over 2,000
consoles on- air, day after day, 24/7. Speaking of 24/7, Axia provides round the clock support (not that you'll need
it). Easy and reliable. But don't just take our word for it; ask an Axia client. They're not hard to find.

Axia. Easy, risk- free IP.

www.AxiaAudio.com/Element

Available in the U.S. from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700
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(continued from page 12)
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Early Competing Cartridge Machines:

with openings, as seen in Fig. 2.
Conduits that go underground can
provide shelter for rodents, which like
to chew on cables. Buy some stainless
steel or copper wool at adollar store;
mix in alittle foam sealant and you
have agreat plug that can be removed
to use the port opening for another
cable.

Gates

Moulic,MaCarta,

nave Bums, areal broadcast history buff, provides a link to a
neat slide show about the history
of the cart machine. Younger engineers, see what you missed.
The slides were prepared by
Andy Rector of ACC Electronix for
a presentation to the Broadcasters
Clinic in Madison, Wis., in 2009.

Fig. 3: Andy Rector's slides share some fun cart
machine history.
Fig. 2: Seat outdoor conduits as part of your winter prep.

E

While some stations may still use carts, they are certainly
in the minority; so for atrip down memory lane, follow
the link to open the PDF: http:Iltinyurl.comIrwcart.
The Broadcasters Clinic, held annually in Madison,

AS is on everyone's mind these days. From the
Broadcast Radio Technical Forum (
radio-tech@
broadcast.net) comes a tip for owners of the new Sage
encoder/decoders.

Wis., is organized by the Wisconsin Broadcasters
Association and SBE Chapter 24; this year's dates are
Oct. 11-13. The clinic offers sessions for both radio and

Gary Peterson of New Rushmore Radio in Rapid
City was experiencing some difficulty in configuring
his new Sage Endec. Michael Glaser, engineering manager for Barnstable Broadcasting's Long Island Radio
Group, provided Gary with ahelpful name: Christopher
Voumazos of Sage Alerting Systems.
Chris has a "cheat sheet" that will help with the configuration and answer questions. The sheet is available

television engineers. (To see more clinic archival info,
head to www.sbe24.org and click on "Broadcast Clinic.")
Dave Bums is familiar to many readers from his days
as an executive at equipment dealer Allied Broadcast.
Dave can be reached at dbradionoweaol.com.

on Sage's web FAQ page, in the section called "task
sheets," at www.sagealertingsystems.comlfaq.htm.
Chris is part of the Sage support team, and can be
reached at (914) 872-4069; dial " 1" for support.
Thanks Michael for sharing your knowledge on the
web at B-Net and here in Workbench.
Contribute to Workbench! You'll help your fellow
engineers, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
Send Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax
to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 43 years in the
broadcasting industry and is still learning. He is SBE
Certified and is apast recipient of the SBE's Educator
of the Year Award.
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- FACILITATES METHOD OF MOMENT(MOM)
PROOFS FOR DAS WITH TOWER ELECTRICAL
HEIGHTS > 105°
- ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR TOWER
CURRENT SAMPLE LOOPS AND RELATED
TOWER CLIMBING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
- UTILIZES RELIABLE ROBUST DESIGN FOR HIGH
LIGHTNING INCIDENCE ENVIRONMENT

FM TRANSLATOR ISOCOUPLER
DESIGNED FOR LOW POWER FM TRANSLATOR
CO- LOCATION ON AN AM TOWER
COMPACT DESIGN AND EASY TO INSTALL

AVAILABLE THIS FALL...

-PROVIDES WIDE VOLTAGE SAMPLE DYNAMIC
RANGE FOR MULTIPLE PATTERN & TX POWER
APPLICATIONS
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Hey, What's This at 1300 kHz?
How Station WJON in St. Cloud Solved Its Little NRSC Surprise
BY MARK PERSONS
On a nice sunny summer day in
2008 Iwas doing annual, FCC-required
National Radio Systems Committee
measurements on WJON(AM) in St.
Cloud, Minn.

ITECHTIPS
The station had passed many times,
and there was no reason to believe this
time would be any different.
Surprise, the NRSC test failed! We
encountered an RF mixing product at
1300 kHz.
Things became perfectly clear
after a moment. Just months before,
KYES(AM) on 1180 kHz had been built
and turned on.
The two transmitter facilities are
15 miles apart. You would think that
wouldn't present aproblem, but it did.
KYES runs 50 kW with a two-tower
directional pattern pointed at WJON. To
make matters worse, WJON is only a
1,000 watt station on 1240 kHz but has
a five-eighths-wavelength tower, with
a gain of about 3 dB over a standard
quarter-wave tower. It makes awonderful receive antenna for 1180 kHz.
Yes, this was a "perfect storm" to
create aproblem. See the "before" photo
of the initial measurement using an
Agilent N9340B spectrum analyzer.
WJON is in the center and KYES is to
the left by just 60 kHz. A mix product in
the WJON transmitter, between WJON
and KYES at 1300 kHz, is transmitted
from the WJON tower and peaks above
the NRSC mask by 5dB.
Ouch!
FCC RULE 73.44
(b) Emissions 10.2 kHz to 20 kHz
removed from the carrier must be attenuated at least 25 dB below the unmodufated carrier level, emissions 20 kHz
to 30 kHz removed from the carrier
must be attenuated at least 35 dB below
the unmodulated carrier level, emissions 30 kHz to 60 kHz removed from
the carrier must be attenuated at least
15 + IdB/kHz] below the unmodulated
carrier level, and emissions between

-dance JUser tnteria,

ore Control

Before-and-after measurements using an Agitent N9340B spectrum analyzer.
60 kHz and 75 kHz of the carrier frequency must be attenuated at least 65
dB below the unmodulated carrier level.
Emissions removed by more than 75
kHz must be attenuated at least 43 + 10
Log (Power in watts) or 80 dB below
the unmodulated carrier level, whichever is the lesser attenuation, except for
transmitters having power less than 158
watts, where the attenuation must be at
least 65 dB below carrier level.

1230 and 1250 kHz.
WJON Engineer Mark Young built
an aluminum box under the existing
antenna coupling network inside the
shack at the base of the WJON tower.
He cut a hole between the two boxes
to allow a single copper tube through.
This connected to the incoming 50 ohm
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transmission line via aJ-jack and J-plug.
The arrangement made it possible to
tune and test the network without taking the transmitter off the air except for
installation of the J-jack.
IN THE END
The filter worked as expected. You
can see the result in the "after" display
of the spectrum analyzer.
This goes to show that you never
know what might happen from year to
year at a transmitter site. Iuncover a
problem or two every year when doing
NRSC measurements for AM clients.
Yes, annual measurements are not
required on FM stations, but these kinds
of measurements should be made on a
regular basis just to confirm compliance
with FCC rules. Mixing can and does
occur in FM transmitters as well.
Mark Persons WOMH is certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers as
aProfessional Broadcast Engineer and
has more than 30 years' experience.
He has written numerous articles for
industry publications over the years. His
website is www.mwpersons.com.

It is clear WJON did not comply with
the rules. Some would say KYES was
the cause and should have been required
to fix the problem at WJON. Others
would disagree.
No matter how you look at it, WJON
ultimately is responsible for maintaining
compliance with FCC rules at its transmitter plant, or risk losing its license.
For those who are unfamiliar with
this kind of problem, the transmitter is
almost always where mixing of signals
takes place. This is awell-known phenomenon. Each transmitter has its own
"turn-around loss" in its power amplifier where the mix occurs. The good part
is that KYES did not induce enough RF
current to make the WJON antenna current meter read above zero.
WHAT TO DO
The station hired Kintronic Labs to
design afilter to nudge WJON into compliance with FCC rules. Kintronic came
back with adesign to put a 1240 kHz
pass/1180 kHz reject filter on the 50
ohm side of the WJON antenna coupling
network. There was no attempt to filter
1300 kHz. The idea was to attenuate
1180 kHz by at least 10 dB to reduce the
mixing that results in a1300 kHz spur.
The filter is afixed vacuum capacitor
with tapped coil in series to pull/trap
1180 kHz to ground. A variable vacuum
capacitor in parallel with the series trap
is used to parallel resonate the arrangement to 1240 kHz. This makes the network anearly infinite resistance at 1240
kHz with very little degradation even at

The station hired Kintronic Labs to design afilter to nudge WJON into compliance
with FCC rules.
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Educational Media Foundation
chose Sage Alerting Systems gear, purchased from dealer BSW, for its CAP
compliance upgrade.
EMF includes the K-Love and Air!
Radio Networks. Sam Wallington is vice
president of engineering. The project
involved 290 installations, including a
few affiliates for which EMF agreed to
install the gear. Including future facilities, Wallington said the team has purchased about 300 boxes.
Cherry Creek Radio standardized
on Sage gear and purchased 20 units this
year from dealer SCMS. Travis Cronen
is director of operations and IT. The
company has 60 stations.
Cumulus Media is using the Sage
platform, adding new gear where needed to complement existing legacy equipment. Cumulus is doing astaged rollout
of new hardware. Its initial order was
placed through dealer Broadcasters
General Store.
CBS Radio is using Sage Systems
EAS gear purchased from SCMS. Glynn
Walden is senior vice president of engineering; CBS has about 130 stations.
"Most stations had the older Sage equipment," Walden said, "and the installation of the new CAP-compliant Sage
box was almost as simple as unplug the
old unit and plug in the new one and set
up the options."
Moody Radio Group, based in
Chicago, is using Digital Alert Systems
EAS equipment for its conversion, buying about 20 units from SCMS. The
organization owns 35 radio stations;
Mark Williames is director of engineering. "A few of our AM/FM combo stations have required the addition of the
Broadcast Devices GPM-300 switchers
to handle multiple station/audio program feeds," Williames said.
Omnia Audio said Wyoming Public
Radio is using Omnia One processors for its 27 transmitters. Separately,
Montana Radio Company chose
Omnia for a new two-station plant in
Helena, Mont. Kevin Terry is CEO and
chief engineer.
The United Nations Development
Program in Eritrea chose to use
Arrakis Systems consoles, furniture
and automation in a major rebuild for
Voice of the Broad Masses of Eritrea
(VOBME), the state-run radio station
in that African nation. The upgrade
included two air studios with Arrakis
MARC-15 consoles, Accent furniture
and Digilink-Xtreme automation plus
10 support studios with Arrakis ARC-8
consoles and Digilink-Xtreme Live
Assist workstations. Systems integration occurred in Hong Kong.
Hipericket, a mobile marketing
and advertising company, said Ramar
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Communications extended its
contract for mobile marketing programs. Ramar Communications Inc.
has five television and four radio
stations in Lubbock, Texas. It uses
the HIP 7.0 platform to deliver sponsored news alerts, weather forecasts
and other information and offers.
The Australian Radio Network is using the new RCS Aquira
traffic system. Approximately 200
users went live Aug. 1. They are in

China Radio International's factory acceptance
test team is shown a-.NTP in Denmark.

Melbourne, Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane
and Adelaide.
NTP Technology of Denmark delivered 32 digital audio routing systems
to China Radio International, external voice of the People's Republic of
China. The order included two NTP
Penta 625 MADI and 30 Penta 725
systems for CRI's Beijing headquarters.
The purchase was negotiated by NTP's
China reseller Beijing Infomedia Digital
Technology.
Send news of recent purchases or
sales to radioworldenbmedia.com with
"Who's Buying What" in the subject field.

Wt. WANT IOU

TO 60 APE

OVER OUR DIGITAL

SIL CHOICES.

WENT 5800
High Capacity Bidirectional STL
Up to Nine Uncompressed Stereo Feeds

STARLINK Ti
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL/TSL
for Tl/E1 Circuits and Microwave Links

LANLINK
LAN Extender — Data Link for Ethernet
Networking at the Transmitter Site

STARLINK
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL
for 950 MHz and all Worldwide STL Bands

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, design
and manufacturing of digital studio transmitter links. Moseley, the first to bring atotally transparent
digital uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today.
Don't monkey around with your on-air sound. Call the digital STL experts today.
Bill Gould ( 978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey [ 805] 968-9621 ext.213
www.moseleysb.com
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MARKETPLACE
FEED ME: The Exstreamer 205 from IP audio distribution specialist Barix is
aimed at retailers and other businesses looking for audio feeds; it could suit a
radio station's needs for distributing audio in its facilities or provide quick on-site

MORE RELIO-BLE: Audemat issued an upgrade to its Relio hardware/
software remote control system. Version 3promises a " faster and more
powerful core operating system and new audio inputs and outputs."

audio for atransmitter site. The Exstreamer 205, like its siblings, is an IP audio
playout device, but it has atwo-channel Class D digital amp outputting 25 W per

Compact Flash modules have been moved to the inside, allowing for additional I/0 on the back. A broadcaster can use the unit to monitor audio at

channel. This relieves the 205 from needing an amplifier or powered speakers to
provide end- user audio. A stereo line- in also allows for local signal input. A micro
SD card slot provides prerecorded messaging input. Ducking controls offer emergency announcement options. The 205 will handle MP3, aacPLUS v2, WMA, PCM,
G.711 and EtherSound audio. It can be controlled via Web or on a local network.
Info: www barix.conasite, trigger alarms or other actions on silence and provide backup audio
from the unit itself. Relio can be configured to connect with equipment
through traditional status and metering inputs and commands (relays), or
via connections to other equipment using serial protocols or SNMP via an IP
network. Units linked to Relio can then be monitored and controlled locally
and remotely communications modes both network (ADSL, LAN, GSM) and
local/analog ( local KVM, POTS line).
Info: www.audemat.com

BUDGET COMPUTING: The latest from DAW hardware specialist
Rain Computers is an audio computer for musicians and others on a budget. Price starts at $ 799. Called Stratus, the tower-style computer uses AMD
Phenom Il multicore CPUs. Rain says it uses atweaked version of Windows
7for asolid, audio-optimized
DAW. A specialized cooling
system is said to keep operational sound to aminimum.

The motherboard allows room for
expansion and upgrades, including
hard drives, memory or high-perfor-

Meet the best recording
microphone ever. Enjoy an
unbelievable sound. Experience

mance audio cards. Rain says that its
units have been tested to be compatible with popular DAW software and
hardware.

ausability you've never seen before.
SCMS call 800-438-6040

Stratus includes a 30-day trial
of RainCare Encompass Creative
Computer Support, atech support system " designed to help creative minds
use their complete software and hardware setup — not just the computer."
Info: raincomputers.com
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LIGHT ME UP:

TWR introduced the
L450-864-865 medium- intensity day/
night white and red LED obstruction
lighting system.
This system satisfies FAA El and E2
Type L864/L865 requirements; IT complies with FAA AC 70/7460-1K and is
intended for towers from 201 feet to
500 feet above ground level.
The system consists of either one
top beacon or one top beacon and
two mid- level beacons, and either
one or two levels of three side lights,
plus various mounting apparatus, a
cable run and CIP300 Controller. The
day has 40 fpm white and night 20
fpm red flashing operating mode.
Form-C dry contact closures are used
for failure alert. Nominal operating
voltage is 110-230 VAC, 50-60 Hz
with Class D overvoltage protection.
Level indicators are used to ensure
correct mounting.
TWR was founded in Texas in 1981,
so it notes its 30th year in 2011. It is
headquartered in Houston.
Info: wwvv.twrlighting.com

SEND IT WITH SEN DIT:
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TIELINE AT NPR:

Tieline recently published asummary
of how NPR is using Report- IT Live Enterprise Edition. It
quoted Charlie Mayer, director of operations for NPR News,
saying NPR had discussed with Tieline the possibility of developing aversion of Report- IT for iPhone that could be config-

ured by an administrator, so that users only have to download and open the app and then tap one or two buttons to
connect live, record and FTP audio. " Tieline agreed it was a
good concept and over the next few months they contacted
us regularly to obtain feedback on the functionality of the
Enterprise Edition and how to implement improvements to
its capabilities," he said in asummary. NPR's Chris Nelson and
Charlie Mayer are shown at right.
Info: www.tieline.com

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

Mayah

says its Sendlt4 is an online community
platform allowing audio communication over the Internet with broadcasting sound quality and minimal latency.
It is also a networking and promotion
platform for recording studios, voice
talents and reporters.

e

-

At present the Sendlt4 platform
offers live audio connections in mono
between two, three or four partici-

New EAS Rules

Questions?
914-872-4069

pants for any PC or Mac user.
Features include four quality profiles for optimum utilization of narrow
to broadband channels; very low-

Mayah also plans compatibility with
hardware codecs including Centauri Ill,

The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and EAS.

C11 and others.
Connectivity uses professional stan-

the company stated.
Info: www.sendit4.com

•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, RDS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is a drop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.

latency communication over the public
Internet; and low-cost subscriptions.

dards- based SIP techniques for audio
over IP. " However the audio encoding
used by Sendlt4 platform includes the
FlashCast Low- Delay Algorithm, which
is only available within Mayah family,"

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP, you
also receive an interface to:

Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
==
•••• •••••
MIMIIMMIND
MOM\
AMMO /11•11111111•••11.111,
,11111.11111111•111/
/ II
OM

•m•••••.
111.1•111
•••Il
IONNIJO
11•1•1•1111111•11111111.

.
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800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641N, Rye Brook, NY 0573
Phone 914 872 4069
info@sagealertingsystems.com

www.sagealertingsystems.com
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No matter how well you maintain your life, there are bound to be ups and downs.
Of course, just by selecting WheatNet-IP, you're already practicing the best possible regimen
of preventative medicine. Its robust architecture and hyper- intelligence ensure that it's out
there racing to the finish line, every minute of every day. Each BLADE (what we call our
super smart nodes) knows the full configuration of its network, ensuring there is no single
point of failure. And while all networks have abackup system, we go way beyond that:
WheatNet-IP offers as many points of recovery as you have BLADES in your system.
But, every now and then, something MAY happen that might call for the replacement of a
BLADE. In the exceptionally unlikely event that aBLADE should fail, just pfug an alternate
in and you are up and running. Since each BLADE has the entire WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network's configuration embedded in its DNA, the new BLADE inherits its function
immediately and you are back up and running. Pretty cool, eh?

THE INTELLIGENT NE1WORKTM
phone 1.252.638-7000 IVVheatNetIP.coml sales@wheatstone.porn

Download the FREE white
paper "The Technical Case
for the Intelligent Network"
at WheatIP.com

-
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POWER

AUDIDARTS MODULAR WHEATNET-IP NETVVORKABLE CONSOLE
Here's how easy it is to setup the new IF- 12 console: Unbox it. Plug it in. You're ready to
go. But don't let its simple setup fool you. Its one very powerful little console...
First, its modern, modular design moves all audio, logic and control outside the control
surface and into a single rack- space audio interface/mix engine ( called a BLADE). This
gives you much greater mixing/processing capabilities as well as the ability to network
when you have more than one console. Imagine simply calling up any audio sources on
any of your consoles anywhere in your facility. And, if you've already got the VVheatNet-IP
Intelligent Network, it fits right in.
Got automation? IF- 12 is hardware- ready. We offer a software driver that works
seamlessly with the most popular automation platforms to give you control right from
the console!
Contact your Audioarts dealer, give us a call or visit us on the web today to learn more
about the power, flexibility and affordability of the ; P-12.

11111111•11

FLEXIBLE. AFFORDABLE. BUILT TO LAST.
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iauchoartsengineering.com Isales@wheatstone.com

mAUDIOARTS
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verify the adequacy of component selecA Tech's Guide to Component
tion by measurement or computations
based on measured parameters before
Design Factors in AM RF Gear
applying rated system power. This is
BY LAWRENCE BEHR
One in aseries of occasional articles
to help AM radio engineers and owners
enhance their operations.
Broadcast RF technicians should
know some approximate design factors
in selecting components for AM RF

PAM TECH TALK
systems. This is helpful when selecting
acomponent to replace one blasted by
lightning, or to assess why one is running "hot."
There are no standards in this area,
but here are some general thoughts that
condense known industry practice and
have worked reliably in our transmitter
and antenna systems for years.
Actual equipment designs may use
safety margins different from those Iset
out here. An RF design engineer must
take into consideration many factors of
intended use, installation and environment. As they say, "Results may vary!"
RMS CARRIER
To many techs, AM RF component
labels may be amystery.
Antenna system component computations are based on RMS carrier voltage and current. These computations
are adjusted for modulation peaks and
related to the specific labeling system
used on mica and vacuum capacitors —
which are different! A mica capacitor
(292, G3, etc.) with avoltage rating of
20 kV is roughly equal to arating of 35
kV in a vacuum capacitor. Current ratings do not require such an adjustment.

As ageneral matter, RF capacitors in
mica, be they "G series" ceramic case,
or "29x series" plastic molded, are interchangeable, G-1 for 291, etc. Similarly,
vacuum capacitors with the same rating
are interchangeable in glass or ceramic,
but may be very different physically.
See the accompanying charts.
Bear in mind that these ratings are
based on safety factors appropriate to a
design based on "solid" parameters. In
the absence of design limits, if parameters (i.e., antenna impedance, etc.) are
estimated or uncertain, higher design

important to remember if you are commissioning new RF equipment and are
uncertain of the design information.
More AM stations are sharing towers
these days. Bear in mind that components shared with multiple frequencies,
such as in filters for diplexers or triplexers, have aspecial set of rules. Basically,
voltages add vectorially, and currents
add on an RSS basis. Evaluation of
these circuits is best left to an experienced RF design engineer.
While there is little difference
between component ratings in IBOC
and straight AM systems, this is not the

Lawrence Behr

Vacuum Capacitor

Mica Capacitor

Capacitors & Inductors

Peak Test Volts Rating

Peak Working Volts Rating

RMS Current Ratings

°A) MODULATION

MULTIPLIER XErms*

% MODULATION

MULTIPLIER X Erms

% MODULATION

100%

4.7

100%

3.3

100%

1.3

125%

5.3

125%

3.7

125%

1.5

150%

5.9

150%

4.1

150%

1.7

200%

7.0

200%

5.0

200%

2.0

(Built-in 40% Safety Factor to Peak Modulation)
*Erms is the RMS ( root mean square)
RF voltage in the circuit.
factors are often applied, as a matter of engineering judgment. On the
other hand, lower safety factors may
be justified by adesigner where special
considerations of component cooling,
placement, or operation prevail.
If you are uncertain about parameters,
increasing the above values 10-15%
may be adequate to accommodate variations encountered in the field.
When systems are designed based
upon estimated data, it is critical to

(Built-in 40% Safety Factor to Peak Modulation)

MULTIPLIER X Irms*

(Built-in 20% Safety Factor to Average Modulation)
*Irms is the RMS RF current in the circuit.

case for DRM digital systems. While
not a factor in the United States at
this time, readers elsewhere are recommended to get good engineering advice
before modifying such systems, or any
high-power AM.
Lawrence Behr is founder of broadcast consulting firm Lawrence Behr
Associates and RF equipment manu-

facturer LBA Technology, headquartered in Greenville, N.C. A former
radio and TV station owner, Behr was
a founding member of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers; he is a Radio
Club of America Fellow and an active
ham radio operator, K4JRZ. Reach him
at lbagfp @ lbagroup.com.

HEATHKIT WILL MAKE KITS AGAIN
Heathkit is back in the kit busiIMMEATHICIT
—
ness, and wants your suggestions
for future offerings. It stated on
wurAnoww. STY.
its website: 'You the kit builders
••••••• ••••
have spoken.'
IIIHEATHKIT NEWS
The Heathkit mail-order cataSIGIIIISIT IS LACK
log was distributed by Edward
SISS KIT • 1111NOSSI
,^ - • B. Heath in 1926. According to a
2009 article in Electronic Design,
subsequent owners of the com-,-•- • - ^
pany included Zenith Corp. and
MENCMISOINGLOGY
Schlumberger.
"TEOSIOLOGY
,MIZEMInaentoce
Successor Heathkit Educational
Systems was launched in the 1970s to develop training materials for schools
and corporations. HES is based in Benton Harbor, Mich. The kit business had
been phased out in the early 1990s.
"The first kit will be aGarage Parking Assistant," the company stated on
its website in September. "The Garage Parking assistant kit lets you build your
own system that uses ultrasonic sound waves to locate your car as it enters the
garage. The system signals to the driver using LED lights mounted on the wall
when the car is detected and in the perfect spot for parking."
MIL ••11111.11,10MILON 1.00..4 /11.1.11111»1110%.
1.1{1alan
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61st Annual IEEE Broadcast Symposium
19 - 21 October 2011
Westin Alexandria Hotel
Alexandria, Virginia, USA

13TS

IEEE Broadcast
Technology
Society

Register Now!
http://bts.ieee.org/broadcastsymposium

The second planned item is aWireless Swimming Pool Monitor kit, "followed by many more."
Info: www.heathkit.com

OMNIA.9 ALL YOU CAN IMAGINE.
• Exclusive " Undo"

technology:

a source

declipping

algorithm,

and

program- adaptive

multiband

expander

which

removes

distortion and adds punch to source material. This corrects over- processed CDs, so common in today's contemporary music.
• Psychoacoustic Composite Embedder allows up to 140% audio peaks in stereo, within 100% total modulation. This creates
about 3dB extra treble headroom. • Selectable patch points for convenient auditioning of the audio signal at any point of
the processing chain without affecting listeners • Separate processing for FM and HD- 1 and (optional) HD- 2 and HD 3
•Revolutionary built-in, fully independent encoding and processing for internet streams of FM analog, Primary Digital (HD- 1) and (Optional)
Secondary ( HD 2) and Tertiary (HD- 3). Supports encoding to MP3 (Mpeg-1 Layer 3), MP2 (Mpeg-1 Layer 2), AAC. HE-MC (including
RTSP/3G for streaming to mobile phones), Ogg Vorbis, WMA and WMA Pro. • RDS encoder, dynamically updatable • HTTP push support
for automation, such as dynamic ADS and streaming song titles, preset recall. • Studio Output with very low latency for talent monitoring.

AND MORE.

Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you. anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247
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'Let's Embrace Mobile. It's Our Birthright'
Jeff Haley Preaches the Benefits of Radio's S:ale and Live Local Content
RAB President/CEO Jeff Haley delivered opening remarks at the 2011 Radio
Show in Chicago. Here are excerpts.
We remain today alittle under 3billion shy of our 2007 high-water revenue
mark of $20 billion. I'm quite confident

'NEWSMAKER
that we are well on our way back to that
number. But there are those who doubt
our strengths.
Some look at our top five categories
and they see secular radio issues in our
cyclical media world. Ido not.
Some look to nascent pure-play audio
brands and see a radio problem with
innovation. Ido not.
Some look to the flattening growth
rates of all measured media and lump
radio in with all the rest. Ido not.
I reject the shallow and simplistic
analysis that reflects more of a preoccupation with the old metrics of the past
than afocus on what lies ahead.
do see short-term cyclical impact in
our top five categories that challenge us
to find new advertisers.
do see incredible innovation across
the whole sphere of audio that we have

'Nobody has as broad and deep aplatform as our nearly 11,000 broadcast radio
stations.... Frankly, they won't ever.'
learned from and will continue to learn
from.
do see agrowing diversification in
our revenue mix to become true marketing partners to our advertisers rather
than just spot sellers.
In other words, the glass is half full,
not half empty. If we remain focused
there's agreat future ahead.

.... .

Men

CAP/LAS

is Serious Business
You Need aSerious Compliance Partner
you need Digital Alert Systems

rs hme to get seous about CAP/EAS

Only Digital Alert Systems gives you....
•Flexible hardware/software to fit current and
future requirements

• Full web-browser operation with multiple
simultaneous user access and tiered security.
• More serial, USB, and Ethernet ( IP) ports for
interfacing options
• Secure internal AM/FM/WX receivers to save
space and wiring

• Base units starting at Just $ 1995

Ireject the shallow and simplistic analysis that reflects
more of apreoccupation with the old metrics of the past
than afocus on what lies ahead.
1111111111111111kaairiwillite

DASt_

• Full EAS/CAP compliance at the lowest
cost- per-stream

as broadcast radio.
That doesn't mean they are not worthy of attention, and it doesn't mean
we can't learn from and out innovate
these new entrants. Over the next few
days you will surely see some amazing
new products on the market and on the
horizon from your fellow broadcasters.
One issue with scale is measurement — credible data that advertisers
can count on. This is an issue across the
entire Web; but lately there have been
players out there touting duplicative
"listener hours" in an apples-to-oranges
comparison for our unduplicated longstanding cume metrics. At a claim of
just 3percent of our reach, it may not be
worthy of mention, but if we're talking
about audience size, let's be fair and
measure apples to apples.
If you wanted to compare "listener
hours," say 1.8 billion "listener hours"
for second quarter [
Ed. Note: astatistic
recently cited by Pandora], that claim
includes duplicate reach across your
user base; so it might be more fairly compared to our "broadcast hours"
against the base of people who use
radio. Or, live, 24/7 radio across 10,766
commercial stations, times the 12 weeks
of aquarter, times the U.S. population

—Jeff Haley
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With the idea of focus in mind Iwant
to share with you three things among
all others that Ibelieve matter in this
very confused and shifting media world
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compliance and there's no better
company then Digital Alert Systems with
°wad winning products that can be
customized to fit your application.
Comleied with wcild class service you
can't hixi a better ionn tern nortne•
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wwwde2a16ertVe5m
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Call or click t , : .
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CAP/SAS partner.
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today. These three things really matter;
and radio's position with regard to these
issues is why Iam so optimistic.
First: Scale matters.
Second: Live and local content matters.
And third: Mobile matters.
So let's talk about scale, live and
local and mobile, and how they indicate
great things ahead.
SCALE
As far as scale is an issue in media
today: Nobody has as broad and deep a
platform as our nearly 11,000 broadcast
radio stations.
There are niche players who after
10 years have barely scratched 20 million subscribers. There are exciting new
IP and mobile businesses that have
captured a share of the formerly nonsponsored music collection, or stored
music experience.
None have near the scale that we
have, and frankly, they won't ever. The
cost, and one-to-one technology being
used, are just not as efficient or scalable

of 12+. Do that math and you get 6.1
trillion listener hours for broadcast radio
— 6.1 trillion.
Yes, that's absurd. And more importantly it's irrelevant to our advertising
customers. They deserve better than
self-generated data; and Iurge all of us
to pay attention to the hype and understand that this data is not scale.
Scale is what enables Eddie Combs
from Sears or Neil Golden from
McDonalds to communicate their messages within well-targeted, appropriately formatted, live and local content to
every market in the U.S.
RELEVANT
And why does live and local content
matter?
Because live and local content has
context and it's personally chosen by
you and me. We tune in daily to hear
live hosts bring us aconnection to our
communities.
This is an incredibly successful formula for scale. It should be of no surprise
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to us that the number-one show on television for the last eight years is musicformatted, tours the country city by city
and is hosted by aradio DJ. "American
Idol" is as much a derivative from the
radio business as it is anything else.
Live and local, format-by-format
radio matters all across America. And if
it's not because of content, consider what
it was like to live in America this past
summer. From Missouri to Alabama in
June. From Washington, D.C., and the
Northeast corridor last month, or Texas
and San Diego last week.
We have had the perfect storm of
natural disasters: tornados, earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods, wildfires and citywide blackouts. When disaster strikes,
the power is out and the cell towers are
inoperable, it's live and local broadcasters that matter; and sometimes it's a
matter of life and death. No other medium comes close in scale to saving and
building community in times of crisis
than the live and local content of radio.
OUR BIRTHRIGHT
One of the key reasons for this is we
are mobile. Our one-to-many technology was designed to be mobile, and it's
always been mobile.
Today mobile means a lot more
because of the explosion in newer technology, which sometimes confuses the
issue as to who invented this technology. We did.
It's our responsibility to be vigilant
defenders of our turf. Our distribution
strategy can't yield the mobile channel
to someone else in the audio space.
We don't confuse music collection
consumption with live radio; but we
shouldn't yield the space either. In 2008
at the RAB conference in Atlanta, we
set a five-year goal to have FM radio
wherever you find a speaker or headphones. To date, FM receivers are in 70
percent of the MP3 market and growing
nicely in smartphones.
We need to continue our push here.
Consumers embrace new technology
and we should embrace them wherever
and however they want to get our content. This does not mean one channel
replaces another, and anyone who tells
you they know where this is all going
is just plain crazy — but we know it
matters. Let's embrace mobile. It's our
birthright. Let's go out and innovate in
this space and create the new frontier
for radio.
The scope of what's possible is
immense. Song tagging brings us Buy
from FM; there's a potential return
path for advertisers. We could utilize
consumption data for audience measurement. The technology exists to do all of
this today. But it is what we choose to
unite on and innovate around that will
really make mobile matter.
So let's build acommon interactive

radioworld.com IRADIC.
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mobile platform for radio.
Let's continue our push for FM on
cellphones.
Let's respond in a united way to
advertisers who want us to show them
the road ahead.
Iask you to keep in mind what matters over the next few days: Scale. Live
and local content. Mobile.
And let's work together in the longer
term to build a bright future for this
great medium of ours.
Comment on this or any story. Write to
radioworldenbmedia.com with "Letter
to the Editor" in the subject line.

ORLD

PEOPLENEWS
David Allen was promoted to president/CEO of Howell Laboratories Inc..
parent of FM antenna maker Shively Labs. He succeeds Paul Wescott, who is
retiring; Wescott had been president since 1977. Allen has been with Howell since
1982, most recently as VP/COO. He is agraduate of the University of Ch)cago.
NRB presented its Faith & Freedom Award to Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore.,
chairman of the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Communications and
Technology and a former broadcaster. NRB presents the award to "a stalwart
defender of religious liberty."
The North American Broadcasters Association said Va.ssilios Mimis, its
director of technology, will serve as NABA's Head of Delegation, leading its
international activities at the International Telecommunication Union in Geneva.

Good News! Get a
Better Price on the
Best Studio System:
Presenter!
Your needs may have grown
but your budgets haven't.
At ENCO, we get that. Now
you can save money and
upgrade your current system
to Presenter, the affordable,
reliable and easy upgrade that
works for your stations, your
budget and for you!
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ENCO creates radio automation with an intense focus others only
dream of. This is all we do - and when all you do is automation, you
have to do it better...and we do.

Audio. Automation. Excellence.

E NCO

www.enco.com
(800) ENCO SYS
sales@enco.com

Making the switch to Presenter is easy. We'll even convert your audio and data for free!
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Pandora Has Opened Its Box. Now What?
Radio Must Remind Ourselves That We Win
When We're Locally Focused, Timely and Emotive
As the dental hygienist scraped my

Radio for the masses is still like alight
bulb. Most folks want to press abutton
and hear the product. But as Internet

teeth, Iwas doing what Inormally do:
trying to ignore the entire process by
listening to the background music comaccess makes its inevitable move into
ing from the ceiling.
cars and as manufacturers figure out
As the first song faded, I
1.0••••••Y
expected to hear a production
element or DJ voice from the soft
AC station that my dentist has
had on in the office for the last
20 years.
Yee Seen»
Instead, Iwas shocked to learn
Iwas listening to Pandora. Wow!
Pandora in adentist's office?
For those who don't know,
Pandora is a "personalized Internet
Ser• d • 0.0••••
radio music service," based on
deee So. »one,
something called the Music
Lpr s
»Yoe
Genome Project, which continues
AIN« Johnny Cult
:eery Sae me od,ne • dt
ire eye.» n».to "map" many forms of popular
lee
my/ VOe
engn eerier eren».r, •
tanx e.ler ',Pe en, OW ftn,
music.
nee>
Pandora's one-to-one delivery
UMW Meal
»v.
Yrov
• ere Lee de
system streams songs based on
-10111.1e
eve Gen LT» Yee.
GENRE
We» Meen
a preferred sound. The listener
STATIONS
creates his or her own "station"
by picking an artist; Pandora then
delivers similar artists and songs
_
to the selected sound. By voting
,

,

1,11,4•,••

thumbs up or down, the listener
enables Pandora to drill down further,
getting closer to matching individual
taste. There's an ad-supported free version and a service that's commercialfree but comes with amonthly fee.
Can it be that Pandora and other
online music services are now mainstream and ready to compete with
broadcast radio?
HOW DO WE COMPETE?
On a mass scale, in the immediate
future, the answer is obviously not.

,

AM-FM-HD stations, as well as creating online-only stations. Much progress also has been made in making
broadcast stations available on mobile
devices. Broadcasters will not easily
cede Internet or mobile delivery to newcomers.
At this time, I'm not particularly
concerned about the broadcast industry's willingness
or technical abilTeStoryOr•
—
ity to compete in
o
the new delivery
game. In the big
Thank You,
scheme of things,
L.A.!
what we should
Pease
be vigilant about
25G FREE Bus.less Ca ds
is improving our
,

PROIVIO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

properly compensate them to stay for a
career in radio. What used to be radio's
minor league team of personalities in
small markets — especially for music
stations — has nearly vanished. We all
know the reasons; so we have to dedicate
ourselves to correcting the situation.
Groups should allocate resources in
personality development, starting with
kids right out of college or master's
programs. There are still a number of
well-known consultants for hire who
are amazing at personality development.
Local focus brings ratings now and
listener retention, whether they are lis-

tening on a 20th
century radio or
ir-susay Fors
an iPad. Country
• e eel» •
fee»
0
Yee, v0.0
»eV 0 é
tee ••• •
and hit music stations, which seem
Wolfgang's Vault
conecNon & INN »OW / OS, Ode and
to naturally gravitate toward local
material, still and
will always have
hardcore
fans
NIB... Ore* 1971 Ppd.-80%0f
fee me •••
e .....an.p.marogememaem mere MO
who
remember
nee.» Gee »ye» • •••••••••••••••••••10010.1,00.••••
n•vram,leteers y•Meconeyennee
the names of their
DJs,
show
up
Where would you like to go?
for local events
Shop Virrompe INA•N II•rcnanal»
W.., to LAN Mode
rime ute Cerwarleliew
e «nee
JOIN US
•
nee Sew eney Reed/
IVA ••• weep de V...» » eye/
(and at advertisey .
Bask
ers'
locations),
C:=IM
leetcyr*
=En
Jolt, us Fr. •
become
active
In the Vault Store
ViVIP
participants
in
Son *NI. By
e
prow..
fundraising
for
eel we»
iloothals•
charities, and take
...norotrown
part in contests in
eye den
••••••••
»omen
big
numbers.
»Yen /Ye»
Me Yee».
le Mee
Net
Poe
le Noe en
This can be
done with voicecontent by making it more relevant and
tracking, but the talent has to know the
compelling.
market extremely well and have enough
At the risk of sounding like an ancient
time to truly focus on that one station —
broken record, broadcasters must conwhich is impossible to do when voicetinually remind ourselves that we will
tracking several stations daily.
win when we are locally focused, timely
Don't underestimate the power of
and emotive.
emotion in captivating an audience.
As fascinating as I find Pandora,
Prior to ashow, does your talent stop to
Slacker and Wolfgang's Vault, Ievenconsider how to connect using the entire
tually feel disconnected from my locale
emotional spectrum? Laughter is terrifand drift back to local broadcast radio.
ic, but there is also plenty of opportunity
Too often what Ifind is a well-worn
for your station to connect with serious
music jukebox, devoid of personality
issues listeners care about and to engage
— especially outside of morning drive.
them in the conversation on the air and
To prove the point: If you're lucky
online. This is an area where broadcast
enough to have alive 24/7 all-news FM
radio can continue to dominate.
station in your market, odds are good
I'm a technology geek; so, yes, I
it's rated top three and maybe number
am a big fan of Pandora and other
one in your city. Sure, it's expensive to
unique online streamers; but when the
run; but look at the billing.
hurricane was coming to my area a
Yes, there is likely only room for
few weeks ago, you can guess where I
one, or perhaps two, local all-news stalogged my listening hours. When the
tions, and maybe two or three talk stapower finally did go out, Iwas reminded
tions in most markets; so what should
that few of us own awind-up computer!
others do?
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Focus on finding personalities and
Media. Email marklapiduseverizon.net.
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how to make listening to online
services simple, greater fragmentation will occur.
How will broadcast radio compete and what type of new services
must the industry be prepared to
offer?
While it's easy to be critical
of big broadcast companies for
various ills, it's important to recognize that over the last eight years, they
have invested substantial finances,
time and effort in streaming terrestrial

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK or asteady stream of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS set more stuff)!
Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:30i:60 sec. - FREE DEMOS ,

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.
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Itching for anew console? This one's half the scratch.
So, it's time to upgrade your studio. Hey, let's be real - it's way past time. You knew those analog consoles were only
good for 10 years when you bought them... 15 years ago. They need resuscitation so often, you keep adefibrillator
in your tool kit.
Still, your GM says it'll cost too much to replace them. That's when you make like MacGyver and whip out your
secret weapon: Radius, the new IP console from Axia. You show him the pictures. You tell him what Radius can do,
with its LI program buses, automatic mix- minus, instant-reca il console snapshots, one- touch Record Mode,
convenient talkback and rugged machined- aluminum construction. You show him the built-in Ethernet ports you'll use
to eliminate the miles of expensive cable in your ceilings, and you can tell he's already counting the money he'll save.
Then you hit him with the haymaker: at just $ 5,990, Radius costs less than you'd expect to pay for some flimsy, strippeddown, feature- free board with less brainpower than your wireless mouse. After he picks his jaw up off the floor, you
get to tell the jocks about their cool new Axia consoles. And go home abonafide money- saving, airstaff-pleasing
Engineering hero, smiling with the knowledge of the envious looks you'll get at the next SBE meeting...

»One touch Options
control. Push and rotate to
select source, adjust pan,
trim gain and more

»Sexy, multi-segment
LED meters with
switchable VU / PPM
ballistics and peak hold.

»Time of - day clock
can slave to your
NIP server.

»Do it yourself or do
it automatically: Event
timer has manual or
'ecet option.

» One touch lets you
talk back to phone callers,
codecs or any source
with abackfeed

i
tsf

o
»Silky smooth, side- loading
100mm conductive-plastic
faders beg for your touch.

741 Ll="ii)

»Rugged, anodized
machined aluminum surface nas laser
etched markings that can't rub off.
Backed with our 5- year warranty.

»Avionicsgrade switche .
with LED lighting

»Full featured monitor section
even lets you control Guest
studio moritors.

»You've always wanted aconvertible? Remove bumpers, swing
meters back and voila! you can
rack- mount your Radius.

»Plenty of professional.
balanced mic, analog.
AES and Livewire I/O in a
fan- free 2RU chassis.

»Rugged, built-in super- duty
power supply. No line- lumps
or wall-warts on Axia gear.

»Razor-sharp OLED source /
options display with audio confidence meter on every fader

*BR
Q0R.16

•

•

•

www.AxiaAudio.com/Radius
Available in the U.5.from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700

»It doesn't just look cool
-it staLs cool, thanks to
beefulleat-sinks and
far - free design

»Built-im Ethernet switch
lets you network devices
and fludios easily.
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AES
(continued from page 28)
He feels that modern technology is
coming to the rescue: " We've put a
number of years into research about this
very topic. The results are new algorithms designed to reduce the effect of
sounding overprocessed, yet being able
to maintain competitive loudness."
Orban said, " Processing should
always be matched to the format and
preferences of the target audience. This
requires research and/or experience.
In general, audiences tend to complain
more about underprocessing, which
makes the broadcast difficult to listen
to because of inconsistent loudness and/
or excessive RF channel- induced noise,
than by overprocessing, which typically
damages the dynamic punch of the program material and which may induce
overt raspy or grainy distortion."
Orban describes his processing philosophy as "The customer is always
right. That is, although Ihave my own
preferences and find many of today's
'hypercompressed' CDs to be unlistenable, it is not my job to second-guess
program directors or other station personnel whose job it is to tailor the sound of
their broadcast to their target audience."
He adds, " Secondarily. Ibelieve that
it is better to expect processors to do a
few things well than to try to do things
automatically that should be done in the
production studio, with the risk of doing
such things badly and in an unpredictable, program-dependent way."
Within the last two years, Orban.

Bob Orban and John Delantoni demo an Optimod-AM 9000 prototype at the NAB
convention in 1977.
Omnia and others including Wheatstone
and lnovonics have launched new " flagship" digital processors in a wave of
product releases. More affordable digital
technology enhanced with investments
in algorithm development have made
powerful processing boxes available at
what might be considered " affordable"
pricing. That has not gone unnoticed.
"I think today's processors have alot
of advantages," Fluker said.
"First of all, by using new and powerful DSPs, we are able to achieve sounds
and high-quality processed audio that
was never achievable in the past. Newer
processors also allow ease of setup for
engineers and programmers through
presets and easy adjustments. Yet the
advanced user now has the ability to get
in and ' rnicromanage' the processor.

Frank Foti, train buff, in 2006.
"I do caution people that if you start
getting into the advanced settings that
it can be easy to create a monster and
something that sounds horrible."
Another caveat might be that of
diminishing returns. Orban suggests
we've reached that point. " Making significant audible improvements is getting
more and more difficult because of the
relative maturity of the processing art in
the year 2011."
Yet he too eagerly awaits the latest
from behind the research lab curtain.
When asked what's next on the processing front, he simply responds, coyly,
"That would be telling ..."
Looking to the future of processing,
when asked what else there is for processors to do, Foti responds: " Plenty.
We are now able to reduce perceived

distortion via new algorithms that control intermodulation distortion, probably
the biggest annoyance to radio listening. Also, we can employ processing to
add robustness to ancillary signals like
the watermarked Arbitron PPM codes.
Additionally. we designed new dynamic
algorithms that employ acceleration and
deceleration methods which make sure
the dynamic processing sections get the
level properly adjusted correctly, all the
time. This is really the secret sauce in
how quality and loudness can occur
together."
Fluker. Foti and Orban will be joined
on the panel by uni Hoge, WPOZ(FM)
and consultant James J. Johnston.
The AES session " Audio Processing
for Radio" takes p!ace Friday Oct. 21
from 9 to 10:30 a.m.

AES SESSIONS CHANGE WITH THE TIMES
This month's 131st AES Convention in New York offers
broadcast engineers and other personnel many useful sessions. Here's asampling from the Broadcast &
Streaming sessions, chaired by David Bialik.

Todd Baker of SRS Labs, Greg Ogonowski of Orban
and arepresentative from Dolby will offer thoughts,
concerns and predictions.
"A Half Century of FM Stereo," 6-8 p.m. Bialik

Thursday, Oct. 20
"Renovation and Retrofitting," 9-10:30 a.m. Studio
design guru John Storyk guides agroup discussing the
changing role of studios and how they often need to
adapt to multiple duties. Not to be forgotten are budgetary constraints and changes in priorities.
"Listener Fatigue and Retention," 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
David Wilson of the Consumer Electronics Association
talks to audio all-stars such as Frank Foti of Omnia
Audio, Greg Ogonowski of Orban and recording
engineer George Massenberg, among others, about
listener fatigue and retaining listeners. The conversation will range from broadcast audio to audio experi-

leads a multifaceted group in aroad trip to the P.C.
Richards Theater to celebrate 50 years of FM stereo
broadcasting. On hand will be participants like Tom
Ray, Eric Small, Arno Meyer, Richard Mertz, Frank
Foti, Bob Orban and Bill Sacks.
Saturday, Oct. 22
"Working With Content Delivery Networks," 3:30-5

Sunday, Oct. 23

p.m. CBS' Ray Archie heads up asession that would
have been unimaginable 10 years ago but is increas-

Automation," 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Radio World Editor
in Chief Paul McLane speaks with representatives of
ENCO Systems, Broadcast Electronics, WideOrbit and
RCS about the rapid evolution and convergence of

ingly commonplace and perhaps aperennial in the
years ahead.

"New Initiatives in Digital Audio Playback and

this part of radio station operations.

enced through cell phones and consumer goods.

"Improving the Streaming Audience Experience, 5-6:30 p.m. Poorly performing streaming audio has
re-created the age-old problem of bad radio recep-

Friday. Oct. 21
"Streaming & Encoding," 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

tion. Contemporary listeners are less likely to put up
with apoor streaming experience. Bill Sacks seeks

Broadcast & Streaming Chair David Bialik takes the
reins in this look at current and prospective methods
of encoding media. Jan Nordmann of Fraunhofer,

solutions from Michael Daskalopoulos of Dolby Labs,
Rusty Hodge of SomaFM, Markell Lambright of CBS
Radio and Greg Ogonowski of Orban.

"Media File Management: Storage, Backup and
Retrieval of Your Assets," 2:30-4 p.m. Another
session unthinkable not long ago but now center
stage. David Prentice of Dale Pro Audio and crew
examine ever-changing hardware options, while
considering content and software concerns now and
tomorrow.

Octoher5.2011
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Tech Tours Are
A Gem of AES

Constructed over the past year, the Center shares a
West 37th building with the celebrated Baryshnikov
Arts Center. The complex was created to serve a
multiplicity of music rehearsal, recording, broadcast,
teleconferencing, educational and streaming purposes.
Featuring an innovative acoustic design developed
by Akustiks LLC, and installed by Masque Sound,
DiMenna is highlighted by the Mary Flagler Cary
Hall, a50 x50 sq. ft. rehearsal/recording studio with a
30-foot-high ceiling.

Aside from the exhibit floor and sessions, the AES
show in New York features anumber of technical tours.
Here's the 2011 list as outlined by AES organizers:
THE DIMENNA CENTER FOR CLASSICAL
MUSIC — This recently completed $36 million showcase complex provides an exemplary home for the
Orchestra of St. Luke's.

BROOKLYNPHONO — Dedicated to extending the
lik of vinyl in the digital age, this Sunset Park-based
facility recycles old LPs with a large shredder, then
feeds the used vinyl into apress to create brand new
albums.
Opened by Thomas Bernich in 2003, the plant has

DiMenna Center's Mary
Flagter Cary Hall

grown from pressing 2000 LPs amonth to more than
10,000 today. Catering primarily to indie-rock labels.
Brooklynphono has developed a healthy niche in
today's diverse music world.

r
,cis Dzilcovnki/Esto
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SEAR SOUND: This legendary studio has hosted
world-class artists ranging from Steely Dan and Bjork
to Lou Reed, Bono, Wilco and Norah Jones.
Created by Walter Sear, an unswerving proponent of
analog technology, Sear Sound is recognized as one of
the world's best-maintained facilities. Mr. Sear's collection of rare analog gear includes 224 classic microphones, and tape machines from Abbey Road Studios,
once used by The Beatles.

"Hollywood East Back Lot," the Kaufman Astoria
Film/TV production complex has hosted stars ranging
from Charlie Chaplin to Bill Cosby and the Muppets.
The KAS 2,400 sq. ft. Studio A live room offers
two large iso chambers and 550 sq. ft. LEDE control
room able to comfortably house a70-piece orchestra,
a 120-voice chorus or solo performers. The 450 sq. ft.
Studio B is utilized for movies, TV ADR, pre-records,
voice-overs and smaller music projects. Since opening in 1984, KAS has produced thousands of diverse
recording sessions.
THE MARQUIS THEATRE: Opened in 1986, this
Broadway venue was designed to provide maximum
comfort for audiences and actors alike, while maintaining a feeling of intimacy. The theater features an
expansive backstage area, high ceilings, state-of-theart acoustics, wide aisles and 1,611 seats. Among
the hit musicals hosted by this showcase are "Me
and My Girl," "Gypsy," "Man of La Mancha," "The
Goodbye Girl," "Damn Yankees," "Victor/Victoria,"
"Peter Pan," "Annie Get Your Gun" and "Thoroughly
Modern Millie."
NBC BROADCAST CENTRAL AT 30 ROCK: A
world-famous address, this major complex serves as
NBC's national nerve center.
Among the many busy TV and radio studios housed
within the massive complex is Studio 8-H. One of the
world's first "floating rooms," 8-H originally housed
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Orchestra. Since Oct. 11.
1975, it has been home to the equally entertaining "SNL."

KAS MUSIC & SOUND: Built in 1921 as NY's

new
HIGH EFFICIENCY

(continued on page 32)
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TECH TOURS
(continued from page 31)

NEW JERSEY PERFORMING ARTS
CENTER: Since its debut in 1997, this
iconic venue has served as a model for
programming, audience diversity and
education initiatives, and plays apivotal
role in returning nightlife and economic
activity to Newark, NJ.'s largest urban
community.
The sixth-largest performing arts
center in the U.S., NJPAC has welcomed such world renowned artists as
Yo-Yo Ma; Bob Dylan; Lauryn Hill;

STUDIO SESSIONS
Alvin Ailey; the Berlin State Opera
Orchestra; the Royal Danish Ballet;
the Vienna Boys Choir; Sting; and Les
Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo.
SOUNDTRACK POST: This expansive 12,000 sq. ft., New York-based postproduction complex features two large
mixing stages, ADR, Foley, large music
library and afull range of editorial services (including production office space
for long and short term clients). Specializing in servicing both major and independent filmmakers, recent Soundtrack

programs as "Boardwalk Empire," " The
Good Wife," "The Big C," "Mildred
Pierce," "Law & Order Special Victim's
Unit" and "CSI:NY."

FREE SBE EXAM
The Society of Broadcast Engineers
will host afree SBE Certification
Exam during the AES Show and at
the Jacob Javits Center. As of press
time, Oct. 23 at 2p.m. was the scheduled exam time. Registration and
details will be available at the show.

October 5, 2011

AES TOURS
AUDIO HISTORY
One of the notable things about having an audio show in New York City
is that there is a lot of interesting
audio history around the convention hall. Taking advantage of that,
AES show organizers and Historical Events Chair Harry Hirsch have
put together a handful of historical
"tours" for conventioneers.

clients include such Emmy-nominated
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI AND THE HISTORY OF ANALOG RECORDING: Presented
by Robert Auld. Any classical music
fan knows the name of conductor Leopold Stokowski but what is not always
known is that Stokowski was involved
heavily in the audio engineering of his
recordings. He was known for pushing the envelope of audio engineering
practice and technology. Auld will
offer historical recordings along with
photos and film clips from Stokowski's personal archive.
A TRIBUTE TO W ALTER SEAR: Presented by Noah Simon. The late
Walter Sear was a legendary New
York City studio owner. His famed
museum-quality collection of vintage
but still working analog gear spans
decades and is still used in recordings made at Sear Sound today. His
client list included Grammy winners
and famous albums. Lesser known
was his work as amusical instrument
importer and Theremin aficionado.
CLASSICAL RECORDING IN AMERICA
— FROM ONE M ICROPHONE TO 24
TRACKS: Presented by Thomas Fine
Recording classical music has always
presented a challenge to audio engineers. The size of the performing
group, scope of the music, recording
location, required fidelity, et al create
perplexing problems. Thomas Fine
walks attendees through the primitive
early days all the way through the
"golden age of recording" in the 1950s
to ambitious 32-microphone recordings made in the 1960s and 1970s.
AUDIO ARCHIVING AND PRESERVATION
101 — Two I
MPORTANT BROADCAST COLLECTIONS: James Sam of the
Hoover Institution Archives, Stanford
University will discuss two major
audio preservation/archiving projects
he is overseeing: Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty tapes and the Commonwealth Club of California collection.
Though they seem to present different
problems, in actuality they share similar problems found in most restoration/
archiving projects.

The future is calling.
(It's for you.)

These days, nearly everything is networked.

they're available for use anywhere in your

"virtual phones" in production rooms, news

And now, so are your broadcast phones.

facility. And if you decide you want to use VolP

workstations, or anywhere there's aPC with a

Meet Telos VX, the multi- line, multi- studio,

services,VX can do that too.

networked talkshow system.

USB mic and headset. Got ahot talkshow that

VX sso scalable, it can manage multiple

suddenly demands more lines in a certain
studio? Just afew keystrokes at acomputer

VX uses standard Ethernet to connect all

simultaneous talkshows in the largest facili-

the phones, hybrids and consoles around

ties. Yet it's cost-effective even for afew stu-

your facility, transporting caller audio, mix-

dios. Audio is clean and consistent, because

Ready for the future? Get Telos VX. Because

minus, POH and control logic on one skinny

deoicated, third-generation Telos

you've got more than callers on the line.

cable. Connect to POTS, ISDN-PRI, or even BRI

manage each individual call. Even confer-

telco lines via standard gateways, and voila,

ences are crystal-clear. You can deploy VX

hybrids

and you're set.

AUDIO

NETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com

ZEPIIVP ! P&rDr CODEC

TREAMTUG /WM

BROADCAST TELEPHONY
. WIDE

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

Inn

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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STUDIO SESSIONS

These Tools Won't Break the Bank
Curt Considers Three Final
Dirt- Cheap ( or Free!)

21

Audio Editors/Samplers

,..........
11.011100
1.00

BY CURT YENGST
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Is it possible to produce professional audio
without blowing your entire engineering budget
for the year?
I recently tried several audio production
applications that cost little to nothing. I narrowed our search to eight contenders and asked
ateam of production engineers, using demos of
these programs, to produce spots.
In the July 13 and Sept. 7 issues of Radio
World we looked at the first five. Here are three
more, and some concluding thoughts.
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audio with the tone of your choice). It's attractive
and relatively easy to use.
Multiquence is a basic multitrack recorder
and editor. It also has basic video recording
and editing capability. Dragging and dropping
audio clips (called "sections" here) was pretty
simple. Editing is rudimentary.
For more surgical editing, Multiquence can
be configured to access the WAV editor of your
choice, such as Goldwave.
The biggest disappointment — and this is
significant — is that it is impossible to EQ or
otherwise adjust the processing of aclip of audio
in real time. To EQ atrack, for example, the user
must first select the track, then select the effect
from the toolbar.
This brings up apop-up window to make the
adjustments. Here's the catch: While this window is open, it is impossible to play the audio;
so there's no way to adjust by ear! This limitation also applies to third-party plug-ins. That's a
deal-breaker for me. Info: www.goldwave.com

Ïà010

Free — Audacity
Audacity's editing capabilities are
Ifeel almost stupid complaining about afree nowhere near as easy or as precise
download, but Audacity is truly acase of getting as other programs tested.
what you pay for.
Its layout is similar to NCH Mixpad, menuser is prompted to downtioned last time. While it did allow for more editing
load the Authorization
without an additional program, the editing was nowhere
Manager, a separate pronear as easy or precise as the others. In fact, any cuts in
gram which keeps track
an audio track automatically rippled; meaning the audio
of what IK programs you
to the right of the portion being removed is butt-spliced
have and whether they are
to the audio to the left of the edit. There's no way to
properly registered.
defeat this.
Sample
Tank
canThere's no support for VST or DirectX plug-ins
not be used until the
either; no way to record additional audio onto existing
Authorization
Manager
tracks and MP3 encoding requires aseparate download.
says it's okay. This requires
Info: http:Ilaudacity.sourceforge.net1
atrip to the IK website to
find the User Area, and the
Free — IK Multimedia Sample Tank
serial number for Sample
Let's say you've already got an audio editor but
Tank, which must then be
you're looking for something just to create music or
manually entered into the
some fun "zingers." Sample Tank is afree, downloadAuthorization Manager.
able software sampler and VST instrument. It operates
But wait! You're not
Goldwave is attractive and relatively easy to use but its Multiquence partner is
as astandalone application or as aVST plug-in.
finished! The enormous
more problematic.
My biggest complaint was a rather convoluted
sample library is another
download process. Registration with IK Multimedia
separate download, and here's the kicker; you only
CONCLUSION
is required before downloading (sort of like having to
have 30 days from the day you download Sample
So what's the best value among our contenders?
join Sony Acid Planet to get Acid Express). Then the
Tank to 2et the free library. Otherwise, you have to
Strictly based on price, you can't beat Sony Acid
purchase it.
Express ( it's free!). The lack of effects and processing,
Fib !Mae
Beyond that, it was alot of fun to use.
however, might be off-putting for some.
a
It's
best
used
with
a
MIDI
keyboard,
as
Ithought Acoustica Mixcraft ($69.95) had the most
cc] GZEIEN Ift=M KEECII
trying to trigger the notes using the
value in terms of the allin-one solution you get for the
on-screen keyboard and a mouse, or
low price.
using the PC keyboard, was awkward
If you don't need to produce music, nTrack Studio
at best. Info: www.ikmultimedia.coml
($64) or NCH Mixpad ($69.95) will get the job done,
sampletankfreelfeatures1
but be prepared to sacrifice features.
Bottom line: Is it possible to produce air quality
$49/$39 — Goldwave/Multiquence
audio for under $ 100? Absolutely. Granted, there were
ICZ=3 InZ3
Goldwave Inc. offers two sepatrade-offs; and low price often means entry level. If you
In11211 C=111
rate programs that can work togethneed audio production software on atight budget, you
er, much like NCH Mixpad and
owe it to yourself and your station to do the research,
Wavepad. Goldwave is a stereo-only
download the demos and see for yourself whether these
63
sound editor that is essentially aSwiss
options work for you.
111811111111111111111111111111111111111
Army knife for audio.
Special thanks to WAWZ(FM)'s David A. Dein and
bed
It includes several built-in effects
Izzy Knight and WNYZ(LP)'s Abel Sanchez for their
from basic EQ and filters to noise
contributions to these articles.
Much more of asampler than an editor, Sample Tank is alot of fun
reduction and even some very interestCurt Yengst, CSRE, is assistant engineer for WA1VZ
to use, though the process of downloading and configuring proved to
ing effects like Mechanize, Doppler and
(FM) in Zarephath, NJ. What's your favorite production
be ahassle.
Censor (for easily replacing offensive
software and why? Write to radioworldenbmedia.com.
Lae
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CONSULTANTS

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax It to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: saleseaycountry.com

ACOUSTICS

Austin First
1015E Min
TQl'ree
Nun ber:

888-765-2900

www.Acousticsrastcom
ANTENNAS
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Designs
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD©msn.com
Ask for free catalog
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com

AM LOOPS
FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965
AUDIO PROCESSING\
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the

system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROUTERS
WANT TO BUY
ADM (Audio Designs &
Manufacturing) 70's era
consoles and parts. Also
wanted Chromatec AM- 32.
Al Grunwell at agrunwel@
twcny.rr.com or 607-3876900.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
'MOCKERS, new & rebuilt For Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tcontcom

October ' ,2011

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AWFM/NCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax ( 651)784-7541

E-mail: infoeowLenecom

Member AFCCE"

follMji_BROCK,
Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

9049 Shady Gwve (out
Ganhemburg, MD 20877
Mullaney
( 301) 921-0113
Engineering. Inc.
Fay ( 301) 590 9757
lamb« ARCI
mullaneyemullengmm

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

I
NC

BROADCAST TECI1,1( y lo),41
Eut SelliltD FOOD ADOliallt MI it e
Operation AM/
FM/
TV/
AUX Serven •
Field ‘nni:Antenna and
lksign
(Oler 45 vears engineering
anti corisulting ityperience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

www.crahambrock.com
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

OFF THE AIR? NEED TO RENT? CALL US!

1-800-438-6040

EVANS

Cuttsallants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FNVTV/LPTV/DTY
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

«NP

ct ft

ftware fo=your PC

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

Uver 30 yew, of enwnecrong

osr

'cc ',potations • Design • Field fngineering
ower OetunIng • upgrade g, API... Sluet,
AM Directional AoM Tirninit
Microwave Planning

(800) 743-3684

(262)518-0002
bereevansengsolutIons.com

www.v-soft.com

Member Alt

• ,‘1, FM and TV covet...,
prcdictiona and upgrade stud.,

$TOadcas fi

•Braude., trunstnission facility
dtuign
•FCC applications. preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage. or
Lawn M. .111.trabl for additional
information

i
\Commuruccrlions Technologies, Inc

Per FreauerwertradoWingowirewig Carerrilwrift

PO. Box IISO, Marlton. NJ 08053
I
el ( 856)985-0077 • Fax: (856)985-8124
w.etommt echrf. corn

Vtoel
For more
,
r

information, ask

David at 212-378-0400 x511
dcarson@nbmedia.com

GUb

WORLD

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The

following distributors serving the broadcast industry

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

5,7.1 LI I . 1111111' ,Kval. Suile K
C)01,8.81. Caldorntz 92008
I
700) 438-4420 Fax) 7840 438-4759
onn wet, wvaesioreorn eon,

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
SCA Decoders,
8401.

417-881-

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

WANT TO BUY

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Test Equipment Field Strength Meters,
Codecs, STL ( IP and 950), FM Transmitters,
Processors, Remote gear and more!

Doug Vernier

Trice llllllll

e Selame.

www.scmsinc.com

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

SPACE IS
AVAILABLE!
To advertise, call

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

ANA

C Electronics

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

20
35

W
2000
KW
1990
KW
1986
KW HD 2005
KW
KW

2005
1998

BE FM 500C
Harris Platinum 5CD
Harris FM 10K
BE Fmi1405 ( XPi10 & Idi10),
solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Continental 816R-5C,
solid-state IPA

RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

tiro,

nautel

crown

oe,

RF PARTS - CO

1,ARRIS

Please see our website for acurrent listing

Pro-Tek ®

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

To Order l-800-881-2374 • Outside U S (352) 592-7800 • Se Habla Espanol

, Contutént,
nebi

1986Nautel Ampfet-ND10
2000 Nautel XL60

ffl"
=

I

Used AM Transmitters
10 KW
60 KW

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.corn, for additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters
500
5
10
14+5

An International Distributor of RF Components

BrOROCRST

Se Habla Español

•

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

Exciters & Miscellaneous EauiPment

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLU TV Transmitters
• ' Rohde & Schwarz Harris Maxiva

New 30W Synthesized exciters
(2008) BE FM100C exciter, new, never used!
BE FXi250 FM & HD exciter
BE XPi 10, HD Generator
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Urban Optimods 8200, 8100XT, 8100A
BE FC30, SCA Generator

New TV Transmitters- Analoo and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
TV STL

WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
1991
BE
FM2OB
xmtr,
upgraded w/new exciter &
"T" spec IPA, many, many
spare parts, Ind 2extra tubes,
cntrlr boards, currently at 102.1,
tunable. $ 20K, ono, f.o.b.
Kalamazoo, MI. tomlonson@
wmich.edu or 269-38705738.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

760-744-0700

Worldwide Availability

rfpOrfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Int') ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

littyIttg et ,Lertlftw

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
=

dtettilUtOt

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. transcom@fmamtv.com
e

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

•00-737-2787

creetttei%l e,.mI
at

800-44 1-845 4 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361

NEW POWER TUBES

WORLD

Broadcast Eguinnient Exchange

FCC Certified

dowser,

FM Stereo Transmitter

MOM
V 50W RF output, continuous duty!

FOR THE BEST PRICE

POSITIONS WANTED

V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPF111. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.romseyelectronics.com

ramsey

800-446-2295
In Our 36th Year!

SPACE IS AVAILABLE
Call David
212-378-0400 ext. 511

Are you a small market station needing
a good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los
Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchellrakoff@
yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@
rubbinsracingshow.com.
Superb Production/Digital Editing abilities. Executive Producing, Co- Producing,
Promotions/Street Teams, Managing Artists and
Project Management. Innovative copywriting.
Strong On- Air talent. Extremely reliable. Leon,

972-342-8047 or leonhesbuf@aol.com
Strong on- air abilities, good show prep.
Knowledge of pop culture, and current events.
Creative copywriting. High energy, fun, and
positive attitude. Drayson, 254-315-6294 or
justdrayson@gmail.com.

& 24 I+ service on transmitting ubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or right,
www.goodrichenterprises.cœn.

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?
learn lei
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For more information,
cali David Carson at
212-378-0400 ext. 511
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Comments shmsin were posted by readers to stories that
appear at radioworld.com.

Radio World Talkback
"NIST Would Like to Hear From You"
www.radioworld.com/article/nist-would-like-to-hear-from-you/23080

"Musings on Wooden Towers"
www.radioworld.com/blog/113940

Your various services keep all the clocks in my life running on
time, at least 20 devices for myself alone; also GPS and other
business considerations such as Internet and broadcasting, as
well as most likely millions of VCRs owned by a like number of

Iwas the group manager of the Sabre Radio Group in Elmira. N.Y.,

seniors citizens no longer having to endure the flashing 12:00
a.m. ... Thank you for your past service and hopefully, for the
continuation of the time service.

rotting and sagging to the point where we had Beam Tilt to Mars.

when we bought what would become WNGZ(FM), Montour Falls, and
inherited that contraption of awooden tower. We called it "l'he 8th
Wonder of the World," and it was in really bad shape. The poles were
Our regular tower guy wouldn't go near it, and when we asked atree
contractor to climb it with his spikes and strap, he got half way up and
promptly quit.... Thankfully, the site is now safely occupied by anice
freestanding tower. But, man-o- man, "The 8th Wonder of the Woild"

"Can You Do a Lot With 0.1 Watt?"
,
,
,
ww.radioworld.com/article/can-iou-do-a-lot-with-01-watt/22781
Ilike what IKPFK and Alan Minsky] are doing. and not all
Part- 15's are pirates, many of us do follow the rules and do
their homework. Mine was built with fellow amateur radio
.
friends and former SBE engineers.

"Good Show, But for Engineers a Real Question"
www.radioworld.com/default.aspx?tabid=75&entryid=203
Yes the level of engineers [at the fall Radio Show] was down,
but most of the sessions were useful. Many manufacturers
only attend the spring show. They cannot afford two shows a
year. With the spring show dominated by TV/video, when will
the NAB wake up and split the shows? TV in the spring and

certainly kept this GM awake on more than afew stormy nights.

"Volkswagen
IncILdes HD Radio
on Premium Radio"
www.radioworld.com/
article/volkswagenincludes-hd-radio-onpremium-radio-/24318

"Nationwide EAS Test to Last About
3 Minutes"
www. radio world. corn/article/nationwideeas-test-to-last-about--minutes/24 188
Intrusion is all this freaking government
knows how to accomplish.

A few cars trickling
optional digital
radio is a pathetic
show after 10-plus
years.

Share your side at

radioworld.com

radio in the fall.
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Axia - Alelos Alliance Company
BSI
BSW
Comrex Corporation
DaySequerra/ATI
Digital Alert Systems
ENCO
ERI
Grace Broadcast Sales
Heil Sound, Ltd.
Henry Engineering
Inoyonics Inc
Kintronic Labs Inc
Logitek
Moseley Associates
Nautel Ltd.
OMB America
Omnia - Alelos Alliance Company
Sage Alerting Systems
STUDER/Harman Pro N.A.
lelos - ATelos Alliance Company
Thum & Mahr Gmbh
Tieline Technology
Wheatstone Corporation

Dim listing is provided for the convernence of our renders.
Radio World assumes no

for inaccurae).

WEB siTE/uRr.
www.axiaaudio.com
www.bsiusa.com
wembswusa.com
wenw.comrex.com
www.daysequerra.com
www.digitalalertsystems.com
www.enco.com
www.eriinc.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.heilsound.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inoyon.com
www.kintronic.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.nautel.com
www.omb.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.sagealertingsystems.com
www.studer.ch
www.telos-systems.com
www.yellowtec.com
www.tieline.com
mew.wheatstone.com

The News Source for Rodio Managers (alibigin

Our readers h-fve sornethinc tn ,•
nv

I've been enjoying the articles in your publication so much
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READER'SFORUM
SAVE THE PSTN
Paul, in early September, as you may have heard, much
of Southern California and portions of Western Arizona
and Baja were blacked out by acascading failure of the
San Diego Gas & Electric power grid.
As has been noted lately by many in the industry, yourself included, radio is the public's first and best source of
information during emergencies.
This was proved once more during this blackout, which
lasted between 12 and 14 hours.
As soon as the power was out, our family tuned to our
LP- 1, KOGO, whose generators and backup systems worked
flawlessly to keep the station on-air. Their professional news
staff and reporters kept information flowing into the late night;
my wife and I (and many others, I'm sure) fell asleep to the
radio knowing that things were well in hand.
Although radio's importance during crises is well documented, I'd like to address another essential service that often
goes unmentioned: the public switched telephone network.
Less than one hour into the blackout, San Diego's cellular telephone network was overloaded and nearly useless.
Residential customers who had previously ditched their PSTNbased telco services in favor of service through cable or DSL
providers found that they did not work either. KOGO's news
crew repeatedly warned listeners to stay off their cellular
phones, and make limited use of their landlines.
In contrast, my personal home phones, which include
a Western Electric 554 wall set and my wife's pretty pink
Princess phone, worked perfectly.
This situation brings into sharp relief AT&T's recent filing
to abandon the PSTN. Citing declining usage and the cost of
maintenance, AT&T says they can no longer afford to operate
an outmoded communications network.
Perhaps this is so from a purely business standpoint, but
from anational security and public safety viewpoint, it is woefully shortsighted.
To gather information from the public utilities, KOGO's
news team relied heavily on their station's landline telephones,
making and airing calls from emergency service, law enforcement and public utility officials — private citizens, too. This
vital connection would have been completely unavailable if only
the cellular or IP networks were available for communications.
Homeland Security and FBI operations would likewise have
been disrupted, as well as local police and fire departments, if
not for the PSTN. And I'm sure this is only the tip of the iceberg.
Here at Telos we love technology and what it can do for us.
We are big proponents of the power and flexibility of digital
networks, as our recent introduction of the first broadcast
VoIP talkshow system underscores. But without the PSTN,
America's communications capabilities during its most vulnerable times would be severely compromised, exactly when
those capabilities are most needed.
We hope that the FCC will evaluate these public safety
issues carefully when reviewing AT&T's petition, and we
urge broadcasters, who depend upon the vital communications
infrastructure of the PSTN, to make their voices known as well.
Clark Novak
Marketing Manager
Te/os Systems/Axia Audio
San Diego

IT'S THE CONTENT, NOT THE GEAR
Funding for public broadcasting ("PTFP Shutdown Leaves
Pubcasters Scrambling," July 1) is a legitimate story but
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perhaps Isee it in a
different light.
As an owner of astandalone AM station in aless-thanwealthy market, Ican hardly lean against a "wall" of expensive
equipment like in the photo. Ijust think, "Where's my free
emergency generator?" — not that Ishould be entitled to one.
But hey, everyone's got their hand out.
The truth is, Idon't want a "wall" of equipment because
that's not necessary to deliver radio like it should be. You'd be
surprised at how little equipment is required to deliver "Live
radio, real people, in real time" (our slogan) with a quality
audio stream, where content is what matters and we can think
and judge music on its artistic and emotional impact.
Maybe radio can't or shouldn't go back to the late ' 50s and
'60s, but we have pulled the best operating ideas from that
era. We are vindicated when a traveler from North Carolina
holds our signal from mile marker 181 to 108 on I-95 in
South Carolina and makes the effort to call and say, "Best
radio I've heard in years." As many have said, "It's the content
stupid."
Money and equipment don't make good radio.
Jim Jenkins
Owner/General Manager
WAGS Radio
Bishopville, S. C.

DON'T BE QUIET ABOUT FM NOISE
Thank you to Steve Johnston of Wisconsin Public Radio for
taking the initiative to do his own field research about noise
from everyday household appliances, which interferes with
broadcast reception ("Johnston Laments FM Noise," June 15).
Steve has identified abig problem. Thanks to Radio World for
running the story on page 1.
What's the next step? Ithink the NAB and the SBE should
take this issue to the FCC. Household appliances often carry
an FCC-compliant clause in their documentation. But are they
really compliant? Are corners being cut in the manufacturing
process?
The FCC needs to enforce their standards in the marketplace. Broadcasters suffer if they don't.
Roger Rafson
President
CMS Station Brokerage
Pittsburgh
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TELL ME SOMETHING
I absolutely loved Mark Lapidus's article "Tell Me
Something I Didn't Know" about keeping radio relevant
(radioworld.com, keyword Lapidus). Icouldn't have written a
better article. Mark's thoughts are right on target.
Steve Tuzeneu, CST
Worcester, Mass
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Afast paced station needs asystem lhat can keep up and
is easy to use. Op-Xgives us the tools we need to deliver
the sound Houstonians have come to expect from KRBE."
-Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston, TX
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Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
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Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for cFeation of content for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- XS clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satelLite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
mach ne using the Op- X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
mock.le that takes confusion out
of the process.
Elgineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.
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AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-1P was

introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS . cien so
excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-XRadio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia ¡P-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.«

The Secret To Great, Clean On-Air Sound Is Using
Less Processing. The Trick Is Knowing How To Do It...

Haw
AIRALJRA IS THE BEST ON- AIR PROCESSOR YOU CAN BUY

Programmers and engineers everywhere are telling us that CLEAN is just as important
as LOUD. That their on- air signal needs to be able to handle multiple formats with the
cleanest possible sound - without sacrificing loudness. It's been Vorsis' mission from
day one to put CLEAN both before and after LOUD to give you the BEST possible
signal. And we do it by giving you less.
How do we do it? We've developed
several technologies that are radical
departures from conventional on- air
processing. The big surprise is that all of
them hit your program material with less
processing rather than more.
Using one-step Smart Control AGC

Comparison Between Conventional & All
Vorsis SST Multiband Systems
Conventional Multiband System
Four step process
Broadband
AGC

Multiband
AGC
Compressor

Multiband
Limiter

Clipper

processing rather than two, we eliminate the
need for using abroadband AGC and can
skip an entire processing step. This results in

Vorsis SST Multiband System with Feed Forward
Three step process

significantly less processing and distortion.
Feed- Forward signal control instead of
feedback eliminates processing errors
by adjusting the signal before it enters a

Multiband
AGC
Managed by
our SST

31- Band
Limiter

Clipper

processing step, not correcting it afterwards.
When the smart control of the AirAura AGC
and clipper are combined with the real time information provided by
feed- forward technology, true anticipatory processing results.
Add up the differences and you can see that AirAura is avery different broadcast
audio processor, built with a unique philosophy to process less and process smarter.
But don't take our word for it. We've got tons of testimonials available. Call or email
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us at the contact info below to arrange to hear the cleaner sound of the AirAura with
your own ears.

CLEAN

YOUR ON- AIR SOUND

Put the Vorsis CleanUp Crew to Work In YOUR Studio. You Won't
Believe The Difference In Your On- Air Sound Or Listenership.

IN THE RATINGS

Download aFREE whitepaper or watch video about the AirAura at RadioCleanMachine.com

To set up ademo call Mike Erickson at 252-638-7000 X127 or email us at CleanMachine@wheatstone.com

phone 1.252.638-7000 Ivorsis.com Isaleielheatstone.com

THE RADIO CLEAN MACHINE

